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THE WHITE HOUSE
STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT

For over a year, the Nation has engaged in exhaustive investigations .into
the activity of the CIA and other intelligence units of our government.
Facts, hearsay, and closely held secret.s .... all have been spread out on
the public record.
We have learned me1ny lessons from this .experience, but we must not
qecom,e obsessed with the ·deeds of the past. We must act for. the future •
. Tonigqt, I am announcing plans for the first major reorganization of the
Intelligence Community since 1947:
-- First, I am establishing by Ex~cutive Order a new command structure
for foreign intelligence. Henceforth, overall policy directions for in~elligence will rest in only one place; the National Security Council,
consisting of the. ,President, the_ Vice P_resident, the Secretary of State
and Secretary of ~efens_e. Management of. intelligence will be conducted
by a single new committee. That committee will be chaired by the Director
of Centra_llnt~lligence, George Bush.,
. ':'o monitor the performance of
our in~lligence operations, I am creating a .new independent Oversight
Board to be made up of private citizens. Former Ambassador Robert D.
Murphy will chair the Board and two other distinguished citizens -Stephen Ailes and Leo Cherne .... ,will serve as members. All three of
these units .... the National Security Council, the Commitee on Foreign
Intelligence and the Oversight Board .... will be responsible to me, so that
the President will continue to be ultimately accountable for our intelligence
activities.
-- Second, to improve the performance of the intelligence agencies and
to restore public confidence in them, I am issuing a comprehensive set
of public guidelines which will serve as legally binding charters for our
intelligence agencies. The charters will provide stringent protections
for the rights of American citizens. I will soon meet with Congressional
leaders to map out legislation to provide judicial safeguards against
electronic surveillance and mail openings. I will also support legislation
that would prohibit attempts on the lives of foreign leaders •
.. _ Third! tomorrow I will send to the Congress special legislation to
safeguard critical intelligence secrets. This legislation would make it a
crime for a government employee who has access to certain highly
classified information to reveal that information improperly.
In taking these actions, I have been guided by two imperatives.
As Americans, we must not and will not tolerate actions by our government
which abridge the rights of our citizens. At the same time, we must
maintain a strong and effective intelligence capability in the United States.
I will not be a party to the dismantling of the CIA and the other intelligence
agencies.
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-2To be effective, our foreign policy must be based upon a clear understanding of the international environment. To operate Without adequate and
timely intelligence information will cripple our security in a world
that is still hostile to our .freedoms. ·
·
Nor can we confine our intelligence to the question of whether there will
be an imminent military attack. We also need information about the
world's economy, about political and social trends, about food supply
and· population growth, and certainly about terrorism. To protect . . our
security''diplomatically,. militarily and economically, we must have a
compreliensi ve intelligence capability•..
The United States is a peace-loving nation, and our foreign policy is
designed to lessen the threat of wa"r ._nd: of aggression. ln recent years,
we ,·~av-e m-.de substantial progress to,;,ard that goal -- in the Middle E~st,
in Europe, in Asia and elsewhere' around the world. Yet we also recog_nize
that the best way to secure,.the peace is to be fully prepared to defend our
interests. · I believe in peace. through strength.
A central pillar of our strength is,· of course, our armed forces. But .
another great pillar must be our Intelligence Community -- the~'i:ledicated
men and women who gather vital inlormation around the world and carry
our missions that advance our interests in the· world.

The overriding task noW is to rebuild the confidence and capability of our
intelligence services so that we can live securily in peace and freedom.
That fs my goal;
·
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MR. NESSEN: I think you have hadby riow the Executive
Order and fa?t sheet; I ·hope, long enough-•to read it and make.
some sense out ·of it. ,-As you know, that material and this :
briefing'are ·embargoed for noon release, the time at which the
material will''be delivered to Congress.
For the briefing today, we have Jack Marsh, Counsellor
to the President, who-coordinated the-President's.efforts to
study and reorganize the intelligence community; ·Attorney
General Levi':~ Brent· Scowcroft, the Assistant to the President
for National· Security Affairs; Mike Duval, who'was the
Executive Director of the group here at the White Housewhich
studied·the.mattt:lr and proposed options•for reorganizing the
intelligence community; and George Bush, the Director of
Central Intelligence.
The first thing we w<::>uld like to do is to give you
precisely what the President gave to the MemberS of Congress
last evening at 6 o'clock without removing anything but
showing you exactly the presentation that·' he mAde to the
Members of Congress. ·
Now this requires the presentation of some slides
on ·the screen and a narration by Jack Marsh'• We will do that·
first and then I think open it up for yourquestions•
MR~

MARSH:

Thank you, Ron.

\fuat I would like to do is to give you a sort of
a summary of the package that you have. This is the
presentation that Ron mentioned that was given to Members
of the Congress last evening in positions of leadership
under jurisdiction of the committee. This is the same presentation
·that was given to the Melnbers of_the House and Senate last
evening.
MORE
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This· is also the same· presentation that the President
gave--substantially the same as he gave to members of the
intelligence coordinating :group which, of course, included
the Secretary of Defense, Secretary of State, Director of the
CIA, Attorney General and other members of that committee.
The objectives, as are noted on the slide there,
the tvrofold objectives -- one tp strengthen the United States
intelligence community, and at the same time observe these
traditional constitutional liberties -- were the two overriding
considerations that . were part of the President's program.
The President decided to try and do this principally
through the means· of the-Executive Order as opposed -to a major
emphasis on legislation. Traditionally, in the intelligence
community, a great deal of the management of the intelligence
community has been achieved by internal memorandum, by
Executive Orders and this was the approach that the President
decided that he would use.
He also would srt out in the Executive Order, which
I am sure you have noticed, a 'f>orti.ori o·f that .which we refer to
as the restrictions order that provides the guidelines and also
states the prohibitions of those things the community. are not
supposed to do.
In there, as a part of this:Omnib'us Executive Order
is the new command structur~ which he mentioned last evening.
It is significant to ·note also that he has charged the NSC to
conduct semi-annual reviews -of the intelligence operation and
/~'
particularly as to the adequacy of the intelligence problem. ·~
~...
CP

Also, significantly. he decided to go outside of
Government,. to :go outside .of. -the Administration· and set up.
a .three member Intelligence, Oversight Board. Those are
the three.individuals chaired by former Ambassador Robert
Murphy, former.Secretary of ·the Army Stephen Ailes, and Leo
Cherne; who serve.s on the .PJ?IAB.
These thre.e individuals
will also :be members of the President's Foreign Intelligence
Advisory Board.
Now, in order·for. you to have an understanding of
just what' was being addressed, it is frequently not .known
as to what is the American· inte·lligence .community. The.
intelligence community of t}'le :United States is made up of the
agencies you see on the slides -- the CIA the Department of
Defense. It has four subordinate subdivisions in the intelligence
area: one,
the Defense :Intelligence .Agency; the National
Se·curi ty Agency; third, the various d,ntelligence agencies of
the respect:ive services·-- those .· •· that you have in the. Army,
Navy and the Air Force -- and then the special offices for
reconnaissance in the Department of -Defense.;

. MORE
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an

.'fhe.Department.of State has.
intelligence capability
in .the Bt.:l:r:'~i:i.u of Intelligence and Re~earqh~as does the Departreent
of_J\lsti~e; of course we know, particularly i.n the field of
col.int~r~~ntelligence in the Federal :sureau of Investigation.
Th,ere. is .an intelligence capability ip the Department of Treasury
and also one that. is lil<ely. to be overlooked in .the field of the
nuclear energy, ERDA, which has a responsibility for a-t;omic ·and
nuclear intelligence,
In order to address the intelligence matter, the
President. decided in September that ..}U! would establish an
lntelligence Coordinating Group. The mission of that group would
be twofold: One,· to deal in a day-to-day manner with the. i'equesta
·and requirements ··of the Select Committees that were investigating
and holding hearings on the intelligence community,and, secondly,
while it was engaged in that process, to also begin a sec.ond
try to develop a management program to address a number of
the areas that he has addre.ssed in the Omnibus Exe.cuti ve
Order.
..

The members of the Intelligence Coordinating Group
were the Secretary o.f State, the Secretary of Defense, the
Attorney G~neral, the Director of Ce:ptral Intelliae"u:::e, the
Assistant to the President fo~ National Sec4rityAffairs,
the Director of OMB, .the Counsel to the President, the
· Counsellor. to the President as Chairman·,· and as the
Executive Director, l1iehael Duval. ·
This group met quite frequently and at times back .in
October and November and December almost ori a dclily basis.
The principals did not always attend, but very frequently they
would, particularly the Attorney General, who attended many
of those ·meetings or they were represented, if they were not
there, by one of their principal deputies.
.
The. President's Executive actions really encompass
·three broad. areas of action .:._ his Omnibus Executive Order .that
pro_vides both guidelines and restrictions, a new command
struptu~e, and an oversight mechanism.
He also will suggest a minimum of legislation
principaliy aimed at protecting the security or secrecy of
classified information, He will endorse legislation that would
prohibit assassination of foreign leaders in times_ of peace and
he will also ask the Congres$ and meet wi.th .them to discuss
legislation that will relate to two areas·: . One, eleptronic
surveillance. , and, secondly, the ~authorized opening. of
·mail.
He is also suggesting to the. Congress a form of
to hopefully reduce the p%\oliferation of Cqngressional
colnmi ttees that do address themselves in the intellig~nce
· ··
'
area.
ov~rsight

.

It is interesting, his decision was that he felt there
should. be a sull'.mary of the activities of the_departrrients and
agencies· in the iutelligence area and ·to that exte.rrt' has
·
proposed a type of policy guidelines or modified 'charters for
publication in order not only that the American people would
know what these agencies are and what their general missions were,
but, secondly, that the agencies themselves would have certain
p-::-t~.~ameters that would be the areas of their principal
responsibilities.
MORE
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Now, let's look at the first major area that the Presideni
has addressed and :·this is in the NSC. The NSC does continue
and will continue to have the principal responsibility for the
integration of domestic and foreign policies and military
policies as they relate to the national security. It has its
four statutory meinbers with whom you are familiar, but it will
conduct now,at the direction of the President, a semi-annual
review:
One, as to the needs of policymakers for adequate
intelligence as to whether it is timely, whether it addresses
the problem as to its quality; secondly, the NSC will be charged
to be certain that the intelligence community is operating · both effectively and efficiently in the collection of intelligence
and also they will review the appropriateness of ongoing·· ccfvert
types of operations and other sensitive collection missions
that may have been authorized.
The Assistant to the President for National Security
Affairs, Brent Scowcroft, will have the principal responsibility
for the conduct of the semi-annual reviews.
Now this is an area that should be of considerable
interest. It is an effort that has been made by the President
to address the question of management and resource control
resource allocation inside the intelligence community. For the
purpose of budget review and contJ;'Ol and resource allocation.,:the President has established a t.hree member committee.
··The Chairman of that committee will be the Director of Central
Intelligence. The other two members of that committee will
be the l'leputy Secretary of_ Defense, Robert Ellsworth, wh.o ·will
have a principal authori t:Y, · ir(the Department of Defense for
intelligence, and the third member will the Deputy Assistant
to General Scowcroft, Bill Hyland.

or

This three member- coJIU'llittee.will_have budget
preparation, they will prepare the budget 1;>efore it goes to
OMB for review. Also, tbey-~ill handle _re-progralnming
requests. They will establish the management policies inside
the coomunity and they will carrY out the NSC policy decisions.
Now, in the event there is disagreement inside
. the three member c·ommi ttee chaired by Director. _Bush, they
may make an appeal from a decision of the tbrie·e member committee;
the committee itself may _make an appeal, or· any member of the
NSC, and particularly the Secretary of Defense, who is a member
of the NSC, if he has a question about a decision of that three
member committee, they may pull the decision into the NSC on an
automatic review.
N.ow over in the field of .the production of intelligence,
the production of the intelligence after it is collected, this
remains the principal responsibility, ·however, of the DC!.
The Director of Central Intelligence will still have the
responsibility for doing that. The Director of Central
Intelligence, it is iterated and restated that he will be and
will continue to be the President's principal advisor in the
field of foreign intelligence.
MORE
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The DCI, in undertaking his responsibilities, may
establish such committees or subcommittees as he deems
requisite.
Now, this is the old 40 Committee, a revamping
and a restructuring of the old 40 Committee, and there are
several areas that I think you will find of interest here.
One, the name of this group will be called the Operations
Advisory Group. The membership will be changed and the
membership will be principals. It will be the Secretary of
State, the Secretary of Defense, the Director of CIA,
the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs and two observers -- the
Attorney General and the Director of OHB -- and in the latter,
two such individuals as they might designate to attend t:he
meeting.
It is anticipated, however, that the meetings will be
attended by principals. The meeting,will be chaired byBrent Scowcroft, this particular group will be chaired by
Brent Scowcroft, and it is expected the principals will attend
unless,for some reason, they are out of the city or there is
some other conflict that they have that makes it impossible for
them to be there.

MORE
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.They shall undertake these duties that are assigned
here. They will consider and make recommendations together
with dissents to the President on the proposals for covert
operations and all sensitive collection syst.ems, and they
will make a periodic review and submit a report·to the
NSC of these ongoing operations and missions. They will
meet as a group and will conduct formal meetings as a group
in the consideration of their efforts.
Now this is a schematic diagram of the American
intelligence community as it exists today. Now I will
show you a diagram of the new system~ but under the old
system the American intelligence community has operated
on a series of interlocking committees, executive committees,
that sought to achieve a number of things that the President
has sought to accomplish by this streamlined system and
focusing into the Committee on Foreign Intelligence. This
is the old schematic diagram and the next slide will show
you the new schematic diagram.
As I mentioned, a part of this operation is
right here, your three-member committee chaired by Director
Bush, and then you have our Advisory Operation Group here
which is the old 40 Committee.
I should point out that it is envisio~ed that
under this system it may be necessar~or Mr. Bush may
want to set up certain committees or subcommittees in
order to accomplish the functions that are necessary to
be achieved.
Now let's move over into the areas that focus
on some of the charters that we can read into your Omnibus
Executive Order. There are several points that I would
like to make.
The President is expecting that the senior officer
of each department or agency will be the responsible officer,
the accountable officer for the conduct of that agency
and its compliance with this Executive Order which includes
the restrictions that are set out in that order.
Director Bush and those who work with him will
have the responsibility to establish a system of Inspector
Generals for,, not monitoring but auditing of the activities
of the community; andthe NSC, the Committee on Foreign
Intelligence and the Intelligence Oversight Board will also
have a responsibility as to the strengthening of those
Inspector Generals systems inside the departments and
agencies.
As I mentioned to you, the President felt that
it would be helpful to make a disclosure, to the extent
that it could be done, of the role and function and duties
of the various components of the intelligence community.
MORE
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· Ther·e will, of course, still remain some areas
in which there will be classified instructions or matters
that relate to their activities and functions, but this
is probably the first time that there.has been laid out
for public disclosure an establishment of certain parameters
and modified· guidelines or policy charters that we have
had in the intelligence community today.
I will not go th:rough these because they are
set out there for you more fully in the material that you
have, but we will run through them just very quickly.
The areas you wili see--the State, the Treasury-will be over in the field of.economic intelligence, State
....--·
fORlJ
through its Bureau of Intelligence and research -- these
~
<'_, .
are spelled out more fully.
.....
t))l

""
will \?.,
<

::>:1

.;: ;

·
·.
I would want to point out the defense. You
find in your Executive Order a discussion of the role and
"-....._.....~
function and mission of the National Security Agency.
Additionally set out are the duties and functions of the
DIA--Defense Intelligence Agency, which has been set out
itself publicly at an earlier time; ERDA, which I mentioned
to you; the Federal Bureau of Investigation. In this area
we are principally talking in terms of their role in
espionage an~ sabotage and collecting foreign intelligence
in the United States.
Now let me give you a little background here
when you read into your Restrictions Order. The Restrictions
Order is one o~ the most complex documents that you will
I'ead. It.I'epre'Sents literally months and months of work,
intei'depai'"bme.fitar staff woi'k. The restrictions that are
there are the"joint·~ p:roduct of the departments and agencies
represen..t·ed in the Coordinating Group ·-- that is, Defense
and State and CIA -- and this chart here simply in a very
generic way assigns the areas addressed but you have to
go into the Restrictions Order and read it precisely to
identify each of these S\!bjects. ·
But it restricts or prohibits in the following
areas -- the collection of analysis and info~ation on
domestic activities of United States citizens·,. 7q.n.d it
points out there how that~ can be done through ~ither as
authorized by law and with the procedures established by
the Attorney General--and I am sure there may be questions
here thathe will want to respond to--and it does address
the question of unconsented· physical searches of electro.nic
surveillance of U~S. persons; it reiterates the prohibition
against illegally obtaining Federal tax returns in. order
to obtain information; it places restrictions in referEmce
to the infilt~tion of groups to influence or reporton
them and sev·erely prohibits that activity to the · CIA except
in a very narrow exception of where the-members~of the
group are principally non-U.S. persons and where'that group
is believed reasonably to be controlled by a foreign power.
MORE
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- 8 Experi~nting with drugs on humans without
informed consent is prohibited _unless the consent is obtained
voluntarily in the presence of a third pal"ty and that
research is conducted according to standards established
by the Commission on Biomedical Research. The correct
name of that Commission is mQre fully set out.

It does spell out and limit the manner in which
be shared internally in the intelligence
community.' It places restrictions on the assignment of
personn~l,in that personnel in the intelligence community
cannot be a·ssigned without disclosure-s being made as to
who those individuals are and also places certain restraints
on what-they may report back to their parent agency.
info~mation.might

It sets up prohibitions ag<dnst providing assistance
to law enforcement agencies in violation of law unless
authorized by statute and with the approval of the Attorney
General.
It places severe limitations on the testing of
electronic surveillance equipment in the United States
unless au'thorized by law and with procedures established
by the At.torney General. As. you read through this, you
will see in many, many instance·s the words. ''as established,"
"procedures established by the Attorney General," and it
makes reference to u.s. statutes.
The e:xceptions there are also set out. They
are quite limited on the collectiT\g of information on
activities of u.s. persons and in many instances I think
you will find that these relate to the employees of, for
example, the Central Intelligence Agency or the contractors
or people who mi~ht be seeking to deal with them, and also
the question of 9-0~terintelligence and counterespionage
activities which,'of course, moves over into the field of
the FBI.
.
It should be pointed out here that in those
particular areas where there are normal law enforcement
responsibilities of an agenc:y -- for example, there are law
enforcement responsibilities in Treasury and in-the Department
of Justice, through the FBI -- in ~hat particular area
these restrictions are not applicable. These are
restrictions on foreign intelligence agencies and activities.
Now the President has-mentioned to you his
Oversight Board that will be separate-. and apart, This
sets out in genel"al .terms what he. expects .that Boattd to do.
It is spelled out more fully in the materials that you
have, but he doe.s expect them to receive and ·consider
reports of the IGs about questionable activitie-s that ai'e
either improper o.r illegal, to make periodic reports· either
to· the Attorney General and, in certain instances, _p::r-the
Atto_~ne.y General and to .the Pre.s_.ident, and.,..:they~mil
recefve their staff -report franrthe~utive Office· ,of'
the President.
MORE
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The President is also seeking in the Executive
Branch that individuals in the Executive Branch who
receive classified information would be required to sign
what we would call a secrecy agreement against non-disclosure
of classified information.
In his requests to the Congress, first to point
out to them the areas that he has sought to address, many
of these things that he has done are based on the inputs of
the Rockefeller Commission, the Murphy Commission; it is
drawn from the discussions and the hearings of the Select
Committees of the·House and Senate,·from discussions that
have occurred in the media on the question of intelligence
from outside witnesses and experts who have given advice
to the Executive Branch and also from his own personal
knowledge because you should recall the President did serve
as a Member of the Appropriations Committee on the subcommittee
that did handle the intelligence oversight.
He is asking the Congress to consider aform of
Congressional oversight that hopefully would' be a joint
type of committee to reduce the proliferation of the
number of committees. He is asking that they consider
rules that would·insure the safeguard of intelligence, the
materials there, and establish procedures there that would
also protect the requests of·the President when he indicates
that the information that is ·sent is sensitive.
-· fO.R/;'.
~-·

Q

<'..,
(9

He also expects to keep that committee apprized~
:,
of the information that they need in the exercise of thei~~
~)
legislative function and he would like that the Hughes
~
Act or Hughes amendment, section 662, be appended on the
reporting requirement to reduce the number of reports that
you would.have to make pursuant to that statute.I ·would also point out on the proposed legislation
the secrecy of intelligence sources and methods. This
statute goes to those who unlawfully disclose information;
it does not apply to people who receive•.information. It
is not, of course, intended to be directed toward the
Fourth Estate.
It applies to· people· in Government who
would disclose information and that would. be similar in
criminal penalties in reference to that. It is not an
official secrets act.
,

As I mentioned ear'lier, he has endorsed the

· ,; 'p'r6posal to prohibit, in times of peace, assassination and
he does expect to meet with Members of the Congress to
discuss further elect~ond.c surveillance and mail opening
and legislation to address that area.
MR. NESSEN: That, as I said, was the presentation
made to the Members of Congres·s last night. I don't think
any of the others here·have any opening statements.
Do you, Mr .. Attorney General?
MORE
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ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI:
MR. NESSEN:

Brent?

GENERAL SCOWCROFT:
MR. NESSEN:

No.

No.

G~orge?

MR• BUSH: . No.
MR. NESSEN:

Why don't we get right on to the

questions.
General?

Q

Could I ask a question of the Attorney

Mr. Attorney General, since there is no
proposal to change the original legislation of 1947 and since
th~ original legislation makes no reference to covert
operations, under what legal basis ean covert operations
continue to be conducted?
ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: I think there are
Constitutional powers that are sufficient to justify the legal
basis for covert actions as well as the frequent appropriations,
so it is not a subject which Congress has not recognized
through statutory
authorization.

Q
Mr. Attorney General, I wonder if you could
say a couple of things on the secrecy legislation. The
secrecy legislation uses the phrase "intelligence sources
and methods and classified" and various other phrases. In
your opinion, would it be a crime under that statute for
someone to inform the press of the fact that the United
States is giving arms and money to a faction in Angola?
ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: No, I don't think so.
don't think that would be covered by that.

I

Q
Another question on that. You have said
the press is exempt from the coverage. Just to be sure,
does that mean that no injunction would lie against the
press under the injunctive provision of the statute?
ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: As the legislation is
drafted it would not lie against the press but the injunction
might prohibit the person who was going to reveal the
information to the press from revealing it.

Q
Now if the press in fact published something
that was regarded as a violation of the statute, would it
not, however, be possible for a grand jury to call the
publisher, editor or reporter involved with the story and
ask for the source of information since it would have been
a crime in view of this statute, and to require an answer
and in failure of an answer to punish the person who attempted
it?
MORE
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possib~e

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: I think that would be
under this statute and under the present statute.

Q
Mr. Attorney General, could a Member of
Congress or a Member of a Congressional committee be put
in jail or fined for disclosing secrets unlawfully or
illegally? .
ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI:

Not under this proposed

section.

Q

Could I follow up on an earlier question?
Are you saying'that if t:his law is passed and it is a crime
for fi,Gpvernment employee or a contractor to divulge a
secl'et·that you would permit u.s. attorneys to call before
grand juries reporters to whom secrets had been leaked
and to require that they answer and if they failed to charge
them with con~empt?
\

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: No, I didn't say that.
That was not the question that was asked me. The question
was,wheth~r the grand jury could call.them.
They could be
called now actua~ly under a variety of statutes.
I

.

As you know, the Department of Justiqe operates
with the rule where the Attorney General's permission is
required and where there has to be a particula.r reason
for calling and where the effect on First Amendment right
or related rights is taken into account. We have been
very careful about that and we would continue to be careful
about that.
I think what I am asking you is, would it
Q
be your policy if you felt that the leak had been serious
enough to call the reporter and require him to answer
the ques,tions?

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: Yes, I understood the
question and I think that one would have to see what kind
of a case that is. We have been very careful in·handling
the department's policy on this matter and we have not
called many reporters who were not willing,in fact, to
come before a grand jury. We have been very careful about
that and we would continue to be, but I do not want to
make the statement that there is no circumstance in which
we might not do it.

Q
I would like to follow up on questions on
covert operations.
ATTORNEY GENERAL LEV!:
MORE
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Q
Does the President env~s~onappttoving
legislation which would ·allow this joint committee to
have the right of rrior approval over covert operations?
Has he spelled 01~t his th<;>ughts within the Executive
Branch on tr.at st~b~ -~-::!t?

P/I'Tr)RNEY GENERAL LEVI: I doubt whether I am the
person to ar!r:t·.:er that. I could tell you something but I
am not gcing to do it. (Laughter)
Q

Would you sit down.

He has not answered

the question.
MR. MARSH: The President's position is one that
is opposed to prior notificatioD. and that view has been
communicated to Members of the Senate Government Operations
Committee.

Q
Then I would like to ask the Attorney General
a Constitutional question.
Since we do have a Constitution which embodies
checks and balances as a method of controlling Government
activity and since the absence of Congressional checks on
Congress is widely interpreted to be a cause of abuses
that have taken place by the intelligence establishment -that is, lack of oversight
ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI:
Congress?

.

Congressional checks on

'

Q

No, Congressional checks on the intelligence
community
how is it that in an effort to reform the
intelligence community the recourse is to stronger
Presidential-action, if anything, unless there is Congressional
oversight and an absence of checks and balances? Would
you answer that on a Constitutional basis?
ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: I don't think that is a
Constitutional question atall; it is a policy question.
The Constitutional implicati'oris are really moved in the
other direction; that is; as to what extent the management
of an enterprise can be carried.on by the Congress rather
than by the Executive which has that function.
But; assuming that there ·is an interrelationship
and that is what you are assuming -- you are asking me
the question as to why the President chose the particular
road that he did here in terms of Executive power and I
don't know whether the question specificaily related to
covert action or not.
'·

Q
Perhaps Director.Bush or Mr. Marsh could
give us the rationale as to why you decided to go that route.
MORE
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MR. BUSH:

On what aspect of it?

Q
Well, why can't you notify Congress of
covert activities? ~fuy does he oppose that? That is what
the argument is going to be all about.
MR. BUSH:

It is a policy decision of the

President.
it,

M~ ..

Q
Bush?

Well, I mean, does.he have some reason for

MR. BUSH: Let's look at it from the intelligence
end of it. I think that people have felt that operationally
it would be better to be under the inherent powers for
the ~ident to retain the right to make these decisions.
I do think it is appropriate to note that there has been
a formalization of procedures of the old 40 Committee and
theyhave stepped up·the level of the membership and
people.are going to sign off on decisions and they are
going to meet to do it, and I think those should be
·· reported. as I think progress over the way it has been in
the paat.

Q
Mr. Bush, if Congress completely disagrees
.. ··with the President's proposals, do they have any recourse
whatsoever?
·.MR. BUSH: Congress has a lot of power, rna' am.
Yes; ·they have got a lot of recourse.

Would YO'J tell us how this joint committee
would ever find out a·bout what was going on?
Q

Q·

Also, WC>uld you outline exactly hew?

MR •. BUSH: I feel an obligation to keep in close
touch with Congress and to inform them, and hopefully
simplified oversight procedures will mean more full
information going to.the Congress certainly fro~ our agency
and certainly from any part of the intelligence community
that I have something to say about.
Daniel?

Q
M±t. Bush, this question has to be addi'essed
pecul.iarly·to·you as Director .of Central Intelligence.
The system that has been explained to us is one·
in.. which_lines of authottity appear to have been smoothed
out' made somewhat more orderly but, if you would agree with
me,· centralized much more in the President who has said
last night that he.is.ultimately accountable, but the record
in the investigations of the· past year have, among other
things, raised.the question of what happens when a_se~t
apparatus with the intelligence· collection and capacl:tY ·
for covert operations is misused by a ·President.,
.-;
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If th? . Qe.ntralii..:_~cion is. ca:cried. on· it places
a great p~blem on the one who is the Director of Central
Intelligenqe. .I think ~>ne of your predecessors, Mr. Helms,
qn9e sai,d, "I ~rve only OI)e President at a -time."

Have you thought about the problems and
responsibilit;_es ~- not for you as a person nor for the
President as a person -- that happens when you increase
centralization and make the President almost solely
accountable? What happens to the one who serves him?
MR. BUSH: I think the President -- this President
and:a!lY Presiqent --has been solely accountable to the
C.ongre.sl} for actions in the intelligence field. I have
read that this means that the Director of Central Intelligence
i~ now some kind of czar.
Really what this program does,
and why I think it will be well :received in the intelligence
community and I hope on the Hill and across this country,
is give the Director certain authority to go with
responsibility that has been there since the inception,
certainly since the 1971 letter. What it does is not
create a czar but it stre-amlines the machinery in such a·
way that the Director can execute authority that he_has bad.
.
For example, in the whole field of resource
control_ on pape_r the Director has had a certain responsibility
for this but he has not had the authority to act. , Now in
conjunction with the Deputy Secretary of the Defense
Department and in conjunction with General Scowcroft's
Deputy Assistant to the President you have a much more
orderly management system.
I respectfully suggest that that has not
increased the President's power or clutched to his breast
more power in the whole field of intelligence. What I
hope it does is result in a more effective intelligence
operation.

Q
Mr. Bush, if we can be more specific about
.. the role of Congres$ .and the joint conunittee that the
President has.proposed, I gather what it is effectively
is window dressing because you will go to that joint
committee only after a covert operation is already underway;
is that not correct?
MR. BUSH: Well, I don't know that that has been
determined. . That will largely be determined, I think, by
the Congress. I think the President's suggestion would be
that he has the right -- and, Jack, you correct me because
this-is.a policy matter and that decision is the President's,
not the intelligence community's--- my view is, as the
President indicated yesterday, there would be prompt and
full disclosure to these proper overs;i.ght committees.of
the.Congress. So I don't think -there is any_effort here.
to hold back. I , just. simply feel that in his view l1e
determined that you don't ha,ve to run the proposa-l by
Congress before it is. enacted.
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Q
But that is the point. It will go to
Congress only after the decision has been made and theoretically
at least the operation is. underway; is that not correct?
MR. BUSH: I think that is what the intention
is
maybe not the operation underway because it depends
on how much lead time there is on these. things.

Q
What, then, is the influence of that
committee in terms of oversight on intelligence .activity?
MR. BUSH: Well,. I ~h.ink,one,you have to wa~t ·
and s:e what. t,h.,e C:>ngress itself does. and I t~~nk one ~: :
must 1.nput, a, c~rtal.n amount of 1.ntent1.on to fully inform
as these operations are approved and that would ·be my·
intention to the degree I would have responsibility for
some. of this information to Congress. ·
Q
As you see it as it has been outlined, what
kind of control then would that Congressional coDDllittee have
on the operation or on the intelligence policy?

MR. ·BUSH: They have a large control on the
budget of these operations for one thing, just as that is
the major control on all programs in the Government. So
they do have control there.

Q
Mr. Bush, I was wondering, in your oath,
as I recall, you said you defend the Constitution against
all enemies foreign and domestic. Does the term "domestic
enemy" in your judgment preclude all u.s. citizens?
MR. BUSH: Could I get help from the Attorney
General on this? I need legal help and I know it and so
please -MR. NESSEN:
needs an answer.

Q

I am not sure it is a question that

Wait a minute.

Q
Mr. Bush, would you ask Mr. Nessen if you
could answer the question?
MR. BUSH: · All I know is when I get asked -Q

Could I ask Mr. Levi?

MR. BUSH: Maybe this will give a little insight
into how I plan to run the intelligence community. When I·
am asked a highly technical, and I feel appropriately good
question, that

Q

Could I address the question to Mr. Levi?
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ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: I think the Constitutional
oath taken by the appointee of the President is not defined
in the jurisdiction of his office if I understand your
question and, therefore, it does not relate to the
jurisdiction in terms of the foreign intelligence.

Q
The reason I ask this, sir, is because
it says he:r-e "never aimed at our own citizens." Now does
that mean that the oath means that no u.s. citizen could
be a domestic enemy?
MR. BUSH: I don't think there is anything in
the language that I have seen that would prohibit the
Director from policing his own organization, you might say,
to be sure that people are not divulging classified
information, for example. Our employees sign a secrecy
agreeme~t that I strongly support and I think they should
and they are willing to do it and I think it is an
important thing. I think I have responsibilities under the
1947 Act to protect sources and methods and I intend to do
it and I intend to live very carefully within what is mandated
and what will be legislated. here.

Q
Sir, in addition to your own organization,
if you suspect that there are U.S. citizens involved in
foreign espionage do you feel that you are not supposed
to or what?
MR. BUSH:

I think the FBI takes over at that

point.

Q
Mr. Levi, on page 5 of your fact sheet,
in subsection 3, Restrictions on Intelligence Activities,
it says "The Executive Order prohibits or severely
restricts the following activities by u.s~ foreign
intelligence agencies," and then lists the 10 including
wiretapping and all these other worthwhile objectives.
~

My question, addressed to anyone who can answer
it, probably the Attorney General, is, it says, "foreign
intelligence agencies," and what about these restrictions
for the FBI and other agencies engaged in the domestic
matters? Will these restrictions be placed on domestic
activities at all?
ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: The general answer would
be that they are applicable. They are not covered by
this particular order in view of the foreign intelligence.
As I understand it, your question is that you
go beyond foreign.intelligence, purely domestic intelligence
fQr example, towards the regular FBI work.

Q

Right.

Is there any set of guidelines?
MORE
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ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: There are guidelines, _as
you well know, being developed. Many of the items mentioned
he:r.e, however, are now in the statutory law.
UR. DUVAL: Could I just add one point, and that
is that the Executive Order !'equires the Attorney GeneXtal
to issue reg\llations covei'ing the domestic activities of
the FBI within 90 days.
Q
Mr. Ma:t'sh, on that secrecy protection
clause I just want to pin it down again. Does that apply
to the secrecy agreement for all Federal employees? Does
it apply only to the disclosure of sources and methods of
intelligence or also to substantive matters such as what
we think our foreign policy is or a factual situation
or only to sources and methods of intelligence?

MR. MARSH: The present plan is sources and methods.
The proposed legislation that we have in mind is sources
and methods.
~Q
I am sorry, sir, not the legislation but
your requ1rement that all Executive Branch employees be
required to sign a secrecy agreement against what you
called non-disclosure of classified information. Precisely
what does that mean and how does it differ from where we
are now?

MR. MARSH: Secrecy agreements are required in
some agencies and not in others and it is felt that it should
be Government-wide and to impose it in areas where it is
presently not being imposed.
agreement?

Q

All Executive agencies will have such an

MR. MARSH: If it is an individual who is
authorized to receive classified information, if in the
nature·· of his duties he has to use that information,
before he receives it he signs a secrecy agreement.

Q

Is that ·a legally binding effect?

MR. MARSH:
become enforceable.

Yes, I think it is.

I think it doe.s

Q
How would i~ become enforceable? Would
you explain that? Maybe the Attorney General could
explain it.
MR. MARSH: The agency uses that type of an
agreement now and it has been used and I think it has
been applied and tested in 'the courts--the !19-rchetti case. ·
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Q
Hol-J do you keep it from being abused? I
asked this question of the President last night and in
his statement today he says; "Moreover, this legislation
could not be used to cover up abuses and improprieties."

Now, as perhaps you know, the House Intelligence
Committee report strongly suggested that the Secretary of
State was guilty of abuse and improprieties of the
classified and security label system, as the news account
said, to cover up policy errors. Now, how are you going
to prevent this from being abused?
·
MR. MARSH: In two ways. Number one, this is
one reason that the President has directed that the
Inspector Generals system in the departments and agencies
be strengthened. Secondly, this is the reason that he
has established the Intelligence Oversight Board because
if an individual, if an employee, feels that something
has been arbitrarily classified in a manner to disclose
an impropriety or· an illegality he can go to the IOB with
that, he can go to his Inspector General with it. The
purpose of this is if somebody has a highly sensitive piece
of information which is a regular publication, like one of
the daily reports from the Central Intelligence Agency,
he goes over to another department or ag.ency where an
individual has it, anq he is going to use that, he signs
a secrecy agreement against its non-disclosure. That is
the main purpose. It is not intended for the purpose of
concealing improper activity and, indeed, if it is, that
is the .type of thing that you want brought into the IOB.
Q
It seems to me the net effect of what you
are doing, specifice.lly \vi th regard to r·aducing what you
call the proliferation of Congressional oversight committees,
is to indeed r~duce the Congressional ove:'"'si~('~t cerrtralizing
it, if you will, but nonetheless reducing Congressional
oversight and putting more and more power into the hands
of the Executive. If you would consider the example of
the previous Administration, wouldn't you consider that
a little risky?
'

MR. K~RSH: The purpose on reducing the number
of oversight comillittees in Congress is simply for the
purpose of safeguarding the information that moves up to
the Hill. 'The situation that we find ourselves in now
frequently is that information has to be given to make 6
or 8 different committees and by the extension of risks of
that disclosure you are contributing to the public disclosure
of that information.
It is envisioned that the oversight committees
of the Congress that are established, whatever they may be,
whether it is a suggestion along the lines of the
Administration or whether it is the proposals of the
Congress, to furnish those committees with the information
that they need
to perform their oversight function.
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There is no real problem with the disclosure
of the information to the Congress but we feel from the
standpoint of safeguarding the information that it is
to their benefit as well as ours and the Nation's to reduce
the number of committees that receive it.

Q

I want to ask the Attorney General about
the proposed legislation. Mr. Attorney General, last April
Mr. Colby, who was then Director of Central Intelligence,
made some proposals for legislation. Reading this draft
I see that it is rather tougher and more restrictive on
information than Mr. Colby's proposals. For example, it
omits a scienter requirement, a requirement Mr. Colby had
included,that the disclosure be knowing and 'it restricts
the right to an in camera proceeding to discover whether
the matter was lawfully classified and it removes the
clause allowing the parties to be represented in the in
camera proceeding.
Can you tell me why you would want something
more restricted than the Central Intelligence Agency Director
proposed?
ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: I think this legislation is
extremely carefully protected. On the issues you raise,
for example, the classification has to be certified to
as appropriate before the case can be brought. If there
is an improper classification, that can be itself a bar
so that I do not find this a harsh statute.
As to a scienter requirement and as to whether
it applies to an accidental disclosure, I don't think it
applies to a disclosure which is entirely accidental.

Q
I want to clarify the security business.
Your law is directed, as you said earlier, to the disclosure
of sources and methods which is a term of art, the specific
sources and the specific methods, and that relates to
intelligence sources.
ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI:

Yes.

Q
In this Executive Order on page 26, when
you are talking about restriction you talk about physical
surveillance which can be directed against employees, former
employees, protecting foreign intelligence or counterintelligence sources or methods or national security ·
information. Now that is a much broader category so
does this permit investigation of the disclosure of national
security information under an Executive Order as against
the law?
ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: No. It is quite different.
The passage you just read means observing people as far
as I can -MORE
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Q
Is what you are saying the Government now
can carry on obs.erving as to an investigation under
this order? .
ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: Yes, but the order .
itself limits the fo:f:.msof investigation. It is quite
different from the statute.
Q
But if it is not illegal under the law to·
disclose national security information, how do you lawfully
surveil?
· ··
·

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: I have to know what'is.
meant by ",national, security information."

Q

It is not in the Executive Order.

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: But the Executive Order
would say, for example, that you can use electronic
surveillance. only under certain conditions. If you are
gqing,to have mail openings for some such purpose, it would
only be under statute and so on and so forth.

Q
The final one is, Mr. Bush has been charged
in the ·.program with getting signed agreements to broaden
that to· cov.e,r people who have ··access· to classified
intelligen,ce information. · That is 'on page 36, which seems
to be.another category.
Are there going to be any definitions of this?
The ..Problem is, you are going to define what intelligence
is as' against just .normal classification programs that
are cc~ing up?
MR- DUVAL:

The answer is yes.

Q
Mr. Marsh, under this new streamline· plan
where the President would have greater control and where
the Congress would have a smaller number of committees
on oversight, where secrets would be punishable if they
were released, where classified information could not be
released from the Congress without the.President's
authori~y, could the Administ~ation have continued to provide
cover~ aid'to Angola?
·
MR. MARSH: Quite frankly, I can't respond to
a specific type of question like that but I can say this:
that it is envisioned that the oversight that the Congress
would have would certainly be as good as·the oversight·
that they currently have and, indeed, we would seek to ·
improve'it.
·
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It should be remembered that there has been a
Congressional oversight in a number of committees over
a period of years. The Congress only last year has discussed
the improvement of that or they seek to make changes in
it themselves. They are going to make changes. We would
like to see them make those changes in a way that is
effective for them and effective for us.
The basic guideline is that we don't want the
intelligence community to engage in activities that are
beyond the reach of the Congressional authorization, and
we don't want to do the things that are not consistent with
our own form of Government, and I think that will be a
basic consideration in trying to cooperatively establish
a method of oversight that suits them and us and that the
American people are satisfied with.

Q

Mr. Marsh, on that same point, on page 7
of the fact sheet you refer to "there should be no requirement for prior notification of specific activities." Can
you tell me where± can. find a more elaborate explanation
of that in
.. the documents?
MR. MARSH:

In the bigger document?

Where does that appear?

What page?

He has asked for more elaboration on the --

Q

Or even the same language.

MR. DUVAL:

Th~

message to Congress, page 3.

MR. MARSH: Mike says it is on page 3 of
the message to Congre~s.

. Q.

You have suggested but you never actually
said that the Intelligence Oversight Board has the power
to declassify. Does it, in fact?
MR. MARSH: No. That Board is directed more to
improprietie.s and illegal types of activities.

Q
I am curious, then, sir, since the
restrictions on Government officials are clearly more
severe than they have ever been in the past, who does have
the power to declassify and has that group been enlarged?
MR. MARSH: .The declassification procedures
were established by an Executive Order, I believe in 1971
or 1972. The Director of Central Intelligence, I believe,
under this Executive Order is directed to implement the
operation of those declassification procedures and to
expedite them, if I am not mistaken.
MORE
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·,·:·

Has that group been enlarged?

Q

. GENERAL SCOWCROFT: Yes. As a matter of fact,
there is an NSC review going on right now of the
.
class-ification procedut'es that were put into effect in
1972.

Q
Could I follow up on Tom Jarriel's question?
If everyone who has access to classified information has
the problem of a penalty for releasing it, how would the
public ever know what the CIA was doing and if there was
any abuse and not any abuse?
·
GENERAL $COWCROFT: On the Angola question
specifically the're would be nothing to prevent a Mem~:r
of the oversight committee.or a Member of Congress ·from
moving to bar the expenditure of funds for Angola which
is in fact what happened..
,·-.;

Wouldn't they

Q

bydoing so?

be_~vea~ing

a covert operation

'GENERAL SCOWCROFT: Not necessarily. They would
not have to be with respect to anything ongoing as the
present law was.

Q

Could I just ask this one question?

From time to time officials have had off-therecord briefings for the press,' for responsible press. How
will this affect off-the-record background briefings in
the future?
MR. DUVAL: I think one important point is that
the President considered carefully whethez\ to ask for
legislation covering all intelligence secrets, legislation
such as is embodied in s. 1. He rejected that course_•. He
~-~ent to the much more narrow -sources and methods and that
should solve that problemo
.
f

Q i
question?

It

Mr. Bush, couid I just ask you one more
goes back to what I asked earlier.

~ithout

making it personal, under this sy~tem,
what does a DCI do when a President says, "I want to know
what is g<;>i.ng on in the headquarters of the other party,"
or "I want to help a friendly head of a foreign government
by organizing some covert operation that the State Department
and the Pentagon and others don't like"? What·does a future
DCI do in order to do something about a President that
does not seem to him to be wise, judicious~ legal or moral?
MORE
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BU$H: Well, I cannot answer for other DCis
but I answered that question, I. think, to the satisfaction
of the Senate and that is simply that clearly the first
one is absolutely out and the second one without
authorization of this committee that has been set up
would be out as well. So I think you are referring to
this double track thing that has happened under. different
Administrations in the past. I think that the machinery
that has been set up here eliminates any danger of that.
Hopefully, sir, I have the inte_grity that I would not be
approached on a double track.
Q
I am not asking about you.. I am asking
what is the institutional protection?

MR. BUSH: The institutional.protection is the
formalization of the procedures of the old 40 Committee,
for one thing, and I think that is a very important step.
It is not gat~1ering more power to the President. It seems
to:me it.is formalizing a necessary check, you might say,
before the operation gets to him. And it won't be done
without meetings of a higher level -- Special Operations
Committee, whatever-it is called.
The operations will-not b~ approved. So I do
think there are more safeguards for the American people
in this respect while --keeping the right fot' the President
to approve operations.
Q

Mr. Bush, with all due respect

MR. DUVAL: If I might, Mr. Schorr, could I just
expand for one second because it goes to a question that
I think Mr. Brokaw had also.
What the President did by putting into an Executive
Order what the agencies must do and importantly, specifically,
what they must not do, it has the effect of being binding.
It is public. It can't be changed unless it is changed
publicly. It establishes an iron clad process whereby
if you take the example you use, that would be a domestic
viola~ion.o£ the Restrictions Order. If such a command
went out, then under the procedures that President Ford
has put into Executive Order, anybody in the CIA would
have a command under Executive Order to report that to
the Intelligence Oversight Board made up of i:p.dependent·
citizens.
If, for example, a future Director ofthe Central
Intelligence Agency ordered his employees not to r~port it,
the simple fact of giving that order under the express
command of the Restrictions Order, the employee would have
to go to the Intelligence Oversight Board.
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So·what you have done and what the President has
done is he has set up the commandments of what they must
not do in writing and in an E:<ecuti ve Order that ca.nnot be
changed unless it is changed publicly. Then he has
established a mechanism for getting any deviation from
that to the Intelligence Oversight Board for its handling.
If it is against the law, that Board must report it to
the Atto:t:'ne.y General.
Q
Mr. Levi;· could I ask one question to·
clarify something?

Q

Mr. Duval, could you specify just what the
Pz:-ocedures are by which the agency would inform the oversight committees of a covert action; that is, the timing and
also the procedures by which that would be done?
MR. DUVAL: Well, again I know it has taken Jack'
and myself and all of us a long time to get to understand ·;
and work .out that Executive Order -- it is extremely complex.
The :reporting to the ·Intelligence Oversight Board of abu~es
is specified specifically, the procedures in the Executive
Order.
•

Q

These are on covert actions?

MR. DUVAL: On covert action.
,Intelligence Oversight Board.

MR. BUSH:
of Congress.

It is not the

Congressional oversight committees

MR. DUVAL: Well, we start where we al"e, sta.rt
with the state of the law today.
Under the state of the law today you have.section
662 of the Foreign Assistance Act, the so-called Hughes-

O'Brien amendment that sets out the reporting requi:rements.
What the President says· .in his message and WhHt he said
to the leadership last· ·r,q:·ght was centrali_ze the conuni ttee
structure to perform so that you can·bring together the
oversight at one place .-.:.. .i:t will be better oversight.
We can provide it more-information, full information. And
once you have done that then modify section 662 so that
the notification of any covert operations would be given
to that group.
Q
It now says "in a timely fashion" which
admittedly is ambiguol:ls. W~uld that continue as the
governing?
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certain principles. .One .of the principles that the Executive
Branch acting under Article 2 has to exercise is its
functions. The Congress.is oversight. ·If Congress is
involved in specificoperations and the decision-making
for specific operations, then who does the oversight? So
what he envisions is to find. the ground rules for the
action, full notification to Congress after the action
and they conduct the oversight.

Q
Is there any place in these documents where
he spells that out? I mean, it seems like it is a fairly
critical point.
MR. DUVAL: Dick, he made a very strong point -and I think Jack ought to get up here and rescue me on this
and that is that when you are defining the specific
relationship, that point where the Executive functions and
the Congressional functions come together, that needs
discussion with the Congress and he has laid out principles
and guidelines but, as he told the leadership last night,
he wants to work with them in defining the specifics.

Q
Could I ask one question of the Attorney
General? I a:m still not clear on the legal effect of
this oath that all Executive Branch employees who have
access to classified information vlill sign.
Suppose a functionary in the State Department
having signed that oath then reveals classified information,
what is the effect of the oath? I. mean, can he be sued?
Can he be prosecuted?
ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI:

Q

A civil suit brought by whom?

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI:
by the Gove!'lnment.

Q

Well, it can be brought

But only a civil suit, not a criminal suit?

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI:
provide for the criminal remedy.

Q

Yes, a civil suit.

It does in itself

But is a criminal remedy possible?

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI:
of that agreement alone.

Q

Well, not on the basis

Are there any limits to the amount of the
civil liability?
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The point is that although the clf:i···· has been
made that this is not an official secrets act, yet every
Executive Branch employee in the entire Government is
required to. sign an oath stating that he t>7ill not reveal
classified information-and, furthermore, action can lie
as a re·sult of his failure to comply.
ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: It would be one of .. the
ways that the Governr.tent under present law mi!!,ht proceed
to enjoin :the disclosure by _that person of information.
I must say that the combination of that and the intel~ligence
methods and sources legislation which is proposed l~ere, · ·
which by the way was arrived at through an agreement bet\'reen
Nr. Colby and myself and really was not a question of
one ·
running after the other to see 'vho woulc! be
tougher, it seemed to us to be the minimum steps if y~
are going to. have whatsoever any effective legislatio_n
againstany and all disclosures.
fet-1

·The fact of the matter __ - that the present .law,
except· for the signing of the agreement in the t1archetti
case, is practically in that shape nOH. If one considers
that· the best policy and program for this country, then
obviously one should have no legislation whatsoever. ·. If ·
one assumes that some secrecy should be enforceable by
law, some minimum amount, our judgment was that this
t-7as that minimun amount and certainly is , I think, much
less than one would find in any other country.
If one refers to the-official Secrets Act, it
really would be fantastically different nnd it is fantastically
different than S. 1. So we thought this tvas a minimum
amount.- ·.

Q
Have any standards been applied to determine
when classified information is revealed by someone in an
unauthorized way tvhen a civil suit would be brouf,ht? t-J'hat
are the standards for which secrets will be let-out?
ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: It is exactly the same
today as when these agreements are there. The most useful
thing about the 'agreement \vould be that if one knew that
a revelation tvas in process, ·one could get an injunction
against it.

Q

How do I insure the independence of an
Inspe·ctor Generalship when it is. lodeed within each of
the agencies? This is perhaps for Mr. Duval or Nr .. Harsh ..
Why did you go that route rather than an independent
Inspect6r.General for intelligence where you would not
have these internal agency loyalties?
MORE
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MR. t·1ARSH: ~'lell, it was fell· that ha· I•g the IOB
and giving them a very broad responsibility and requiring
the agency heads and their genet'al counsels and inspector
generals to report to them and.they could make recommendations,
too, that that will be faX', fa%' more effective to achieve
oversight than having a Government-wiae Inspectoi' Genei'al.
Q
Mr. Marsh, am I I'ight in thinking that the
only substantive limit on the kind of covert opei'ation
could be cart'ied out,either proposed in the President's
~essage to Congress to be embodied in legislation or
included in the Executive Order as a prohibition on
assassination~? That is the only type of covert operation
that is~specifically excluded~

MR. MARSH: I think some of the collection
systems-- electronic surveillance systems -- are covert
types of surveillances, they are excluded.

Q

I was thinking of some of the foreign ones
we have learned about lately such as President Nixon's
order tothe CIA
Mr. Helms' to carry out or encourage
a military coup in Chile, various things of that kind. /'~ORo'~,,
They would not be excluded under this proposal, or the ~~·
<.-;_:>
payment 9f bribes or subventions to foreign politician~
~~ ·
All of those would not be covered?
~--; /

or

MR. MARSH: I think that the standards that you
would have in the r:~~strictions Or~cr ar.d the Cong~essional
ovet~sight and the I:1.spc;~ctor Genera..l' s •Jperai: ion and the
IOB or the Oversi:;l~t Board's examination of the activities
would quickly flush ou·::: and bring out .any type of abuse
like that that would occur.
Q
Why is i.t an abuse? I don't find any language
in either the Execut·ivc 0X'der or the legislation that leads
me to think it is regarded as an abusec Could you point
me to any langu.~g~ that would lead a board of this kind you
describe to reg~rd it as an abuse? I say I can only find
the reference to the assassinations.

MR. MARSH: Actually the Order is directed to
the foreign intelligence agencies in the manner in which
they conduct their operations and a provision for the overview of how they conduct it and the standards that they
will be tested by will be the standards of their own
Inspector Generals or the Attorney General and of the
_Int,ll~gence Oversight Board and those items that they find
that are .abuses' that we should not be engag-ed in' they
will report those to the Attorney General. I think that
is the best oversight, you can hav~ .. because I. don't think
you can anticipate some of the things that may occur in
this or any other type of operation.
MORE
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Q

How would that be an abuse?

MR. NESSEN:

Q

Mr. Colby has

Why don't we have two more questions?

Mr. Bush, I would like to ask this since

MR. NESSEN: Dick had a question half out of
his mouth, Les, and then Walt and then Ford and that
will be it.

Q
Thank you, Ron. I mean, I was standing and
I had a question half out of my mouth, too.
MR. NESSEN:
Mr. Marsh.

Q

I am just not clear from your answer,
Would that be an abuse?

MR. MARSH:
example?
abuse?

Dick.

Would what be?

Q
The situation described in Chile, for
Under the President's Order, would that be an

MR. MARSH: I can't say that I can a.nswer that.
I would say this, that the standard;;:; th.;~.t wouJ.d be applied
in the covert C;?era.tions will ~:.~w~ to mc~t tLB sta.:Ylards
that a~e acceptable ·to the Int~lligt:~r1ce Gverfi:i.ght Board and
there will be a question in my mind whether that would meet
the standards.

Q

Who sets those standards?

The Board?
~

~~ ~

MR. ~RSH: The Board the~selves.will set
standards and these are men

Q
Do they have any·experience in covert
operations? I mean, for example, don't some• of these
r<:ei:ilie rs have some past experience with regard to covert
operations1
:•.•\

MR. MARSH:

Yes, they do.

Q . Mr. Cherne was the first to be overseeing
on the President • s.. Fof.Edgn Policy Advisorv Board, wasn't he?
It didn 1 t seem to' work vecy' . well..
'I'hese are not exactly fresh new faces. Ambassador
Murphy has been around this.town for a little while.
MR. MARSH: -~hat ,is right, and Mr. Ailes was the
SecTetary of the Army. ': ,_ · . ~. ·

\
..:
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Q
General Scoworoft, may I ask one question,
please, relative to national security leaks? I was
wondering, sir, if,. in your experience at the White House,
you could give us an example of one or more leaks that
have damaged the national security and, if so, how and why?

GENERAL SCO~TCROFl': Well, just offhand I don't
think of one specifically that I can tell you a), b), and c)
has damaged national security. I think, though, you have
to say that there has been at the very minimum a cumulative
effect on the efficiency and effectiveness of our
intelligence collection and our cooperation with other
intelligence organizations in the free world. Their
coop~ration with us has, in some cases, been limited by
the fact that they do have some doubts about our ability
to safeguard the information that they have been willing
to share with us. That is one specific example.
MR. NESSEN:
Q
or Mr. Duval.

One last question.

Could I ask a question of either Mr. Marsh

Sometimes we have short memories. The last
time we had a major scandal about spying inside of the
United States was by the military and out of that came
internal reforms which are not unlike these. They were
Presidentially ordered but they were ordered by the
Secretary of Defense, called DIRK, in 1971 or 1970.
To what extent do these change DIRK -- some
of them seem stronger and some of them seem weaker. ~fuat
have you rescinded about the Defense Department's own
regulations restricting spying on Americans by the military?
Have you done a study on that?
MR. DUVAL: The Secretary of Defense has an
obligation under this Executive Order to insure that the
Defense Department regulations are consistent with the
prohibitions and the commands in that Executive Order.
The President faced up to this. He grabbed it straight
on and put it down in the Executive Order. So having it
out there, that is the point.
Now clearly the Secretary of Defense, as it states
in the order, must have internal regulations that implement
and are consistent with the President's restrictions.

Q
So is it your view that this does not rescind
any part of DIRK?
MR. DUVAL: That order in your hand supersedes
anything else in the Defense Department.
MORE
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Thank you.

· . ·MR. NESSEN-: '~ ·Let. .J~ackf Ma::rish say; one: wdr.dt h-e-re in

gerieMl terins •abou:t. the: ·:Pr'es:i.dent;ts vfew.S·: .rof ·:cove;!$ ..:··:·
'they ··are' :noriducted: .accODding ;,.to:. ,a1'1' .L' ~- .
'these l"es-t-riation:S: and -regulations :when• ·'they~ have· :been
reviewed and approved by the appropriate bodies set up
here. I think: Some'of you·perhaps are·leavirig t-lithout
that poiht quite. clear-in your mind.
opera=tf-ions~ ~when

·MR.· MARSH: 'There are no restrictions on the

··'

conduct of covert operations except ·those restrictions,
of course, ·that might be· applied by the Congress or
decisions·tha't· are made internally in .the.Executive
Branch of :Govel.'llment a:s to whether it was a wise thing
to dd· or not to do-. Othe:r than the .Congressional oversight
there are no restrictions in: this Executive Order that.
has been issued here-that relate to covert operations.
THE PRESS:

Thank you.
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SUMMARY
The President has today taken the following comprehensive
actions to strengthen the United States foreign intelligence
departments and agencies: (1) issued an Omnibus Executive
Order establishing policy guidelines and restrictions for the
intelligence agencies and a new command structure and oversight mechanism for the intelligence community; (2) proposed
new legislation to protect the secrecy of particularly sensitive intelligence information, announced that he will meet with
Congressional leaders to develop legislation concerning electronic surveillance and to prevent unauthorized opening of
mail, and he endorsed legislation to prohibit assassinations of
foreign leaders~ and~ (3) proposed a framework in which constructive Congressional oversight can be established without
disclosing intelligence secrets.
OBJECTIVES OF THE
ACTIONS
- PRESIDENT'S --The President's actions are designed to insure that:

(1)

The United States has a strong and effective capability to gather and evaluate foreign intelligence
and conduct necessary covert operations; and

(2)

These activities are conducted in a Constitutional
and lawful manner and never aimed at our own citizens.

The President's actions will strengthen our foreign intelligence
capability'and establish an effective process to prevent abuses
by;
(A)

Setting forth in Executive Order, policy guidance for
the foreign intelligence agencies which define what
functions they are supposed to carry out and which
clearly states what they are not permitted to do.

(B)

Creating a streamlined command structure for
intelligence community leadership which makes
specifically designated individuals accountable.

(C)

Requiring the NSC to conduct semi-annual reviews
of the adequacy of the foreign intelligence
·product · and establishing the Intelligence
Oversight Board to monitor compliance with the
restrictions which have been placed on the
intelligence community's activities.
more
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Gr·iNIBUS EXECUTIVE ORDER
(l)

Control and
(A)

Di~ection

of Intelligence Organizations

Overall Policy Development
1.

The National Security Council (NSC) will continue to exercise.overall policy control over
the foreign intelligence community.

2.

Statutory members are:
The President
·· Vice President
~ Secretary of State
- Secretary of Defense

3.

The NSC will conduct a semi-annual policy r~view
of foreign intelligence activities focused on,
b~t not limited to, the following:
Needs of government' foreign policy-makers
and the responsiveness of foreign intelli-·
gence to these needs, including the quality,
scope and timeliness of the intelligence
product;
The effective and efficient use of resources
in the collection of intelligence information; and
The continu·ed appropriateness of ongoing
covert operations and sensitive intelligence
collection missions.
The Assistant to the President for National
Security Affairs will have staff resp.onsibility
fbr the semi-annual policy reviews. Heads of the
departments and agencies which 'use· foreign
intelligence will be consulted.

(B)

Management and Resource Control
1.

Responsibility for management and resource control
of the forei~n intelligence community is vested by
Executive Order in the Committee onForeign
Intelligence (CFI), which reports directly to
the NSC.

2.

Membership of the CFI is:

·r

The Director of Central Intelligence (DCI)]
· Cha:frman
- Deputy Secretary of Defense for Intelligence
- Deputy Assistant to the President for
National Security Affairs
(NOTE:

3.

Staff support shall be provided by the
intelligence community staff.)

The Committee on Foreign Intelligence shall:
Control budget preparation and resource
allocation for the National Foreign Intelligence Program (defined as excluding tactical
intelligence).
more
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Establish management policies for the
Foreign Intelligence Program.
Carry out policy decisions of the NSC with
particular emphasis on collection and production of national intelligence.

4.
(C)

(D)

Decisions of the CFI may be reviewed by the NSC
upon appeal by the Director of Central Intelligence
or any member of the NSC.

Production of National Intelligence
1.

Responsibility for the production of substantive
national (i.e.~ not tactical or departmental)
intelligence is vested in the Director of Central
Intelligence. The DCI is the President's primary
advisor on foreign intelligence.

2.

To assist in developing national intelligence
requirements and priorities, and in developing
finished national intelligence, the DCI shall
establish such boards and committees (similar to
the former USIB) of the intelligence community
as will enable him most effectively to utilize
the talent of the community to produce the best
possible intelligence product.

Covert Action and Other Special Operations
1.

Responsibility to review and advise the President
on covert operations and certain sensitive foreign
intelligence collection missions is assigned by
Executive Order to the Operations Advisory Group
( Oper·at ions. Group) .

2.

New membership is;
Assistant to thci Presid~nt for National
Security Affairs, Chairman
·- Secretary of State
- Secretary of Defense
-- Director of Central Intelligence
- Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
Observers are:
Attorney General
Director of OM:B

3.

The Special Intelligence Operations .Group shall:
Consider and make recommendations to the
President on all ·proposals for covert
action and certain sensitive intelligence
collection missions.
Submit to the NSC a periodic review of
ongoing covert operations and sensitive
intelligen~e collection missions.
J.Vleet formally to carry out its responsibility to make recommendations to the
President.
more
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(E)

(2)

The following existing committees or organizations
are abolished:

(1)

United States Intelligence Board

( 2)

Intelligence Resources Advisory Committee

( 3)

National Security Council Intelligence
Committee
·

(4)

Executive Committee for r.esource control
oi certain inteiligence coilection
activity

(5)

4o committee

Responsibilities and Duties of the Intelligence Community
(A)

The Senior Official of each organization of the
intelligence community shall insure his organization
operates in accordance with the Executive Order. He
shall establish a system of indepehdent inspection
within the organization and provide information to
the NSC, CFI and Intelligence Oversight Board. Other
responsibilities as designated in Section IV of the
·Order.

(B)

CIA is responsible, among other duties as defined
in Section IV of the Order, for:
Production of national intelligence
and improving a national intelligence analytic base

Mainta~ning

Collection by other than normal, overt means
Foreign

counterintel~igence

activities

Undertaking activiti~s defined in the
Executive Order neces~ary to implement
the above
(C)

The Department of State is primarily responsible for
overt collectionof foreign, non-military information.
Its Bureau of Intelligence and Research shall also
produce departmental intelligence and contribute
to national intelligence production.

(D)

'l'he Department 2.£ 'l'reasury is responsible for overt
uollection of foreign, economic information.

(E)

The Department of Defense is responsible for:
Overt collection outside the United States
of foreign military and military-related
information.
Producing~- that intelJ.igence required to· fulfill
the responsibilities of DOD.
Managin~ the Defens~ Attache system.

Providing intelligence staff support to the
Joint. Chiefs of Staff.

more

The National

~ecurity

AgencJ[ is responsible for:

Full control over signals intelligence.
collection activities.
Production and dissemination of signals
intelligence.
Providing communications security services
to the U.S. Government.
Research and development related to signals
intelligence.
(F)

The Energy Research an~ Deve1o2ment Administration
is responsible for producing intelligence relating
to atomic and nuclear matters.

(G)

The Federal Bureau of Investigation is responsible
for:
-.
Making available to foreign intelligence
agencies foreign intelligence and foreign
counterintelligence whioh it collects.
Conducting foreign count~rintelligence
activities within the United States.

(3)

Restrictions o~ ~ntelligence ~ctivities
The Executive Order prohibits or severely,restricts the
following activities by United States foreign intelligence
agencies:
Collection and analysis of information on the
domestic activities of United States citizens,
corporations and organizations and permanent
resident aliens (referred to as U.S. persons).
Physical or electronic surveillance or physical
searches of United States persons.
~·~

Opening of United States mail in violation of

~::~gally

obtaining federal ·tax returns or
information.

14·

'~

(;

Experimentation with drugs on humans without the
subject's informed consent.
Sharing among agencies information on the
domestic activities of United Stat€s persons
except in compliance with stringent safeguards.
~gencies.

Providing assistance to law enforcement agencies
in violation of law.
Testing of electronic surveillance equipment
within the United States.
more
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~

Infiltration of domestic. gro)1ps for the purpose
of influencing or reporting on them.

Assignment .Qf personnel to other

~\

"

-
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Limited exceptions are permitted to allow.the agencies
to me~t the legitimate foreign intelligence needs of the
Nation. These narrow exceptions are expressed in detail
in the Order. They are designed to permit the following
activities under carefully defined circumstances:
Collection of in format ion on the domestic acti vi-·
ties of U.S. persons in order to: conduct security
checks on intelligence agency employees, contrac-·
tors, people who are given access to classified
information and persons who may assist the agency
in the future. Overt collect1on of certain
foreign intelligence information from other
government agencies.
Counterintelligence and counterespionage activities.

(4)

Oversight
1.

2.

3.

~f Intelligenc~

Activities

Responsibility to assist the President, the
NSC and the Attorney General in overseeing
the intelligence community is assigned by
Executive Order to the ~ntelligence Oversight
!?card (Oversight Board).
New membership consists of three members from
-the private sector designated by the President.
One of these will be designated by the President
to b~ Chairman. They will also be made members
of the PFIAB.
The Boar.d shall:
Receive and consider reports by Inspectors
General and General Counsels of the
int.elligence community concerning acti vities that raise questions of legality or
. pr-opriety.

.
'

Revie'r~ .periodically the practices and
procedures of the intelligence community
Inspectors General and General Counsels
designed to assist the Oversight Board.

Report periodically and in a timely manner,
as appropriate_ to the Attorney General
and the President on any activities that
raise serious questions about legality.
It shall ~eport to the President on
act1vities that raise questions of propriety ·of intelligence community activities.
Receive staff support from persons not
connected with the intelligence community.

(5)

§ecrecy Protection
All persons ·given access to information containing intelligence sources and me:t<hods shall be required to sign an
agreement that they will not disclose that information to
persons not authorized to receive it.
more
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MESSAGE TO CONGRESS AND PROPOSED LEGISLATION
(A)

Message
Today the President sent a message to the Congress which:

(1)

Advised the Congress of the actions he has taken
by Executive Order.

(2)

Transmitted the legislative proposal as indicated
below.

(3)

Urged Congress to establish effective oversight
·consistent with the following general objectives:
The oversight functions should be centralized
in a Joint House··Senate Committee to provide
better security.
Both the House and Senate should adopt rules
to insure that secrets will not be improperly
disclosed.
The President's injunction of secrecy over
foreign intelligence information provided to
the Coneress by the Executive Branch should be
respected.
The Executive Branch should keep the Joint
Oversight Committee fully informed of foreign
intelligence matters, but there should be no
requirement for prior notification of specific
activities.

(4)

Section 662 of the Foreign Assistance Act should be
This requires the intelligence agencies
to brief over six committees of Congress on covert
actions and has resulted in unauthorized disclosures
of classified information.

ao~ifie~.

(B)

Legislatior!_
The President submitted the following proposed legislation:
Secre_2X of Sources and r.1ethods
This bill provides for:
Criminal penalties for the disclosure
to unauthorized persons of information
relating to intelligence sources and
methods.
Limits its coverage to persons whose
access to such information arise out of
their relationship to the Government
(Government employees, contractors and
contractor employees).
Injunctive relief where unauthorized
disclosure is threatened and serious
damage to the intelligence collection
effort would result.
more
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The President endorsed the objectives of the legislation
proposed by the Senate Select Intelligence Committee
to prohibit the assassination of foreign officials in
peacetime.
The President also will meet with Congressional leaders
to develop acceptable proposed legislation to control
electronic surveillance in the United States and mail
openings for foreign intelligence purposes.
A.C:J1IONS ALREADY TAKEN
The following are examples of agency actions:
..

CIA directives implementing the recommendations of
the Rockefeller Commission and other reforms have
been issued internally.
NSA reform directives have been issued internally.
FBI guidelines are being drafted.
been made public.

#

#

#

Some have already
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-------------------------------------------------------------THE WHITE HOUSE
EXECUTIVE ORDER

UNITED STATES FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES
By virtue of the authority vested in me by the
Constitution and statutes of the United States, including the National Security Act of 1947, as amended, and
as President of the United States of America, it is
hereby ordered as follows:
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Section 1.

Purpose.

The purpose of this Order

is to establish policies to improve the quality of
intelligence needed for national security, to clarify
the authority and responsibilities of the intelligence
departments and agencies, and to establish effective
oversight to assure compliance .with law in the management and direction of intelligence agencies and departments of the national government.
Sec. 2.

Definitions.

For the purpose of this

Order, unless otherwise indicated, the following terms
shall have· these meanings: .
{a)

Intelligence means:
{1)

Foreiqri intelligence which means informa-

tion, other than foreign

counterintel~igence,

on the

capabilities, intentions and activities of foreign
powers, organizations or their agents; and
(2)

Foreign counterintelligence which means

activities conducted to protect the· United States and
United States citizens from foreign espionage, sabotage,
subversion, assassination or terrorism.
(b)

Intelligence Community refers to the following

organizations:
(1)

Central Intelligence Agency;

(2)

National Security Agency;

(3)

Defense Intelligence Agency;

3

(c)

(4)

Speeial offices within the Department
of Defense for the collection of
specialized intelligence through
reconnaissance programs: .

(5)

Intelligence elements of the military
services:

(6)

Intelligenc;:e element of the Fede:r;al.
Bureau of Investigation:

(7)

Intelligence element of the
of State:

(8)

Intelligence element of the Department
of the Treaauryr and

(9)

Intelligence element of the Energy
Resources and· Development Administration.

De~tment

Special activities in support of national

foreiqg policy objectives means activities, other than
the collection and oroduction of intelligence and related
support functions, designed to further official United
States proqrams and policies abroad which are planned and
executed so that the role of the United States Government
is not apparent or publicly acknowledged.
(d)

Nationa1 Foreign Intelligence Program means ·

the programs of the Central Intelligence Agency and the
special offices within the Department of Defense for
the collection of specialized intelligence through recon-

.

naissance programs, the Consolidated Cryptoloqic Program,
and those elements of the General Defense Intelligence
Program and other programs of the departments and
agencies, not including tactical intelligence, designated by the Committee on Foreign Intelligence as part
of the Program.

4

Sec. 3.

control and Direction gf National

Intelligence Organizations.
(a)

National Security Council.
(1)

The National Security Cout,cil was

established by the National SecurityAct of 1947 to
advise the President with respect to.the integration
of domeatic, foreign, and military policies relating
to. the national security.

Statutory members of the

National Security Council are the President, the Vice
President, the Secretary of State, m;1d the Secretary
of Defenae.
(2)

Among its responsibilities, the Bational

Security Council shall. provide guidance and direction
to the development and formulation of national intelligence activities.
(3)

The National Security Council shall

conduct a semi-annual review of intelligence policies
and of ongoing special activities in support of national
Foreign policy objectives.

These reviews shal.l con-

sider the needs of users of intelligence

~d

the timeli-

ness and quality of intelligence products and the continued appropriateness of special activities in support
of national Foreign policy objectives.

The National

Security Council shall consult with the Secretary of
the Treasury and suCh other users of intelligence as
designated by the President as part of these reviews.

5

(b)

Committee on ·F6reign Intelligence.
(1)

There is established the Committee on

Foreiqn Intelligence (hereinafter referred to as the
C!'I) , which shall be composed of the Director of
Central Intelligence, hereinafter referred to as the
DCI, who shall be the

Chail:'man~

the Deputy Secretary

of Defenae for Intelligence: and the Deputy Assistant
to the Pres.idant for National Security Affairs.

'rhe

CPI shall report directly to the National Security council.
(2)

'l'he CI'I shall (i) control budget prepara-

tion and resource allocation for the mational Foreign
Intelligence Program.
(A)

'l'he C!'I shall, prior to· submission

to the Office of Management and Budget, .review, and
.

.

amend as it deema appropriate, the budget for the
National Poreiqn Intelligence Program.

r-ORD.

QJ~·
<'~~

~

\~

(B)

• .,>~

The CPI shall also adopt rules ·

governing ·the repre<p:amming of funds within this budget.
Such rules may require that reprogramming& of certain
types or amounts be given prior approval by the C!'I.
(ii)

Establish policy priorities for.the col-

lection and production of national intelligence.
(iii)

Establish policy for the management· of

the National Foreign Intelligence Program.

"'>

....
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(iv)

Pmvide guidance ® •

relatioaehip between

tactical and national intelliCJ8llOe r however, neither
the . DCI nor the Cl'~ ahall have .re•n•JJ.d.lit.y fo:t

tactical intelligence.
(v)

Pmvide continuing guidance to the Intelli-

geace CommUI).ity in order

to.

aasure compliance with

policy directions of the HSC.
(3)

The CPI shall be s.upported by the
.

.

.

Intelligence Community staff headed .by the Deputy to .
the Director of Central Int~lligence for the Iatelli-

gence ColllllUDity.
(4)

'l'he CPI shall establish such aubcoiiiDitteea

as it deems appropriate to ensure consultation with
IDU'bel:'s of the Intelligence Comamnity on policies and
guidance issued by the CPI.
(5)

Decisions of the CPI may be reviewed

by tbe National Security Council upon appeal by the
Director of Central Intelligence or

~y

member of. the

National Security Council.
(c)

'l'he 9perations Advi80ry Group.
(1)

.'l'bere is established the Operations

Adviaory Group (hereinafter nferred to as the Operationa Group) , which shall be

ao~osed

of the Assistant

to the President for National Security Affairsr the

Secretaries of State and Defenser the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staffr and the Director of.Central
Intelligence.
President.

The Chairman shall be designated by the·

The Attorney General and the Director
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of the Office of Hanaqement and Budget or their representativea, and others who may be designated by the
President, shall attend all meetings as, observers.
(2)

The Operations Grqup shall (i) conaider

and develop a policy recommendation, including any
dissents, for the President prior to his decision on
each special activity in support of national foreign
policy objectives.
(ii)

conduct periodic

r~views

of program. previ-

ously conaid•red by the Operations Group.
(iii)

Give approval for specific sensitive intelli-

qence collection operations as designated by the Operations Group.
(iv)

conduct periodic reviews of o:1qoinq sensitive

intelligence collection operations.
(3)

The Operations Group shall disc:harqe

the responsibilities asaiqned by subparagraphs (c) (2) (i)
and (c) (2) (iii) of this section only after consideration
in a formal meeting attended by all members and observers:
or, in unusual circumstances when any member or observer
is unavailable, when a designated representative of
the member or observer attends.
(4)

The staff of the National Security Council

shall provide support to the Operations Group.
(d)

Director of Central Intelligence.
I

(1)

The Director of Central Intelligence,
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pursuant to the National Security Act o£·1947, shall
be responsible directly to the National Security Council
and the President.
(i)

He shall:

Chair the CFI.

(ii)

Act as executive head of the

c~

and Intelli-

gence Community staff.
(iii}

Ensure the development and submission of

a budget for the National Foreign Intelligence Program
to the CJII.
(iv)

Act as the President's primary adviser on

foreign intelligence and provide htm and other officials
in the Executive branch with foreign intelligence,
includinq National Intelligence Estimates: develop
national intelligence requirements and priorities:
and supervise production and dissemination of national
intelligence.
(v)

Ensure appropriate implementation of special

activities in support of national foreign policy
objectives.
(vi)

Establish procedures

to

ensure the propriety

of requests, and responses thereto, from ·the White House
Staff or other Executive departments and agencies to
the Intelligence Community.
(vii)

Ensure that appropriate programs are

developed which properly protect intelligence sources,
methods and analytical procedures.

His responsibility

within the United States shall be limited to:
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(A)
disclosure by

Protection by lawful means against

pre~ent

or former employees of the

Central Intelligence Aqency or persons, or employees
of persona or organizations, presently or formerly
under contract with the Agency1
(B)

providing leadership, guidance

and teChnical assistance to other government departmenta an4 agencies
activitiear and
(C)

in cases involving serious or.con-

tinuinq security violations, recommending to the
At:tr':'rney General that the case be referred to the
B~re~u

of Investigation for further investigation.

(viii)
and

F~eral

EstabliSh a vigorous program to downgrade

d~c1a<l~ify

foreiqn intelligence information aa

c-.r;pr,.:o::;::.;:"illta and consistoent with Executive Order llo. ·11652.
(ix)

Ensure t."le existence· of strong Inspector

General capabilities in all elements of the Intelligence
Community and that each Inspector General submits
quarterly to the Intelligence Oversight Board a report
which sets forth any.questionable activities in WhiCh
that intelligence organization has engaged or is engaged.
(x)

Ensure the establishment, by the Intelligence

Community, of common security standards for manaqinq
and handling foreign intelligence systems, information
and products, and for granting access thereto.
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(xi)

for. the

Act

a~

the principal

~ntelliqence

to the Congress

Community and facilitate the use

of foreign intelligence
(xii)

~pokesman

pro~ucts

by Conqreaa.

ProMOte the development a.nd IDA'intenance by

the Central Intelligence Agency of services of common
concern to the Intelligence Community organizations,
· including multi-discipline analysis, national level
intelligence products, and a national level current
intelligence publication.
(xiii)

Establish unifor.m criteria fbr the identi-

fication, selection, and designation of relative priorities for the tranamission of critical intelligence,
and provide the Secretary
guidance as

to

o~

Defense with continuing

the communications requirements of the

Intelligence Community for the transmission of such
intalliqance.
(xiv)

Establish such committees of collectors,

producers and users of
conduct of his
(xv)
gence,

intelli~nce

~nsibilities

.

to assist in his

as he deeme appropriate.

.

Consult with users and producers of intelli-

includin~

the Departments of State, Treasury,

and Defense, the military serVices, the Federal Bureau
of Investigation, the Energy Reaources and Development
Administration, and the pouncil of Economic Advisors,
to ensure the timeliness, relevancy and quality of
I

tbe intelligence product.
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(2)

To assist the Director of Central Intelli-

gence in the supervision and direction of the Intelligence Community, the position of Deputy to the Director
of Central Intelligence for the Intelligence Community
is hereby established (Committee on Foreign Intelligence).
· (3)

To assist the Director of Central Intelli-

gence in the supervision and direction of the Central·-Intelligence Agency, the Director of Central Intelligence
shall, to the extent consistent with his statutory
responsibilities, delegate the day-to-day operation of
the Central Intelligence Aqency to the Deputy Director
of Central Intelligence (SO
(4)

u.s.c.

403(a)).

f

-0~/)
(,,. .·

U

...c

To assist the DCI in the fulfillment of

.

his responsibilities, the heads of all departments and
agencies shall give him

acc~ss

to all information

relevant to the foreign intelligence needs of the united
States.

Relevant information requested by the DCI shall

be provided, and the DCI shall take appropriate steps
to maintain its confidentiality.
Sec. 4.

Responsibilities and

Intelligence Community.

Purpose.

Dutie:~

of the

The rules of operation

prescribed by this section of the Order relate to the
activities of our foreign intelligence agencies.

In

some instances, detailed implementation of this Executive
order will be contained in classified documents because
of the sensitivity of the information and its relation

ol

*·
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to national

sec~rity.

All such classified instructions

will be consistent with this Order.
~~is

specified within

Unless otherwise

sect1on, its provisions apply
--

to activities boU1 inside and outside the United States,

and all references to law are to applicable laws of the
United States...

Nothing in this section of this Order

shall be construed to in.terfere with a."ly law-enforcement
responsibility of any department or agency.
(a)

Senior Of!icials of the Intelligence Community.

The senior officials of the CIA, Departments of State,
Treasury ana Defense, ERDA and the FBI shall ensure
that~

in discharging the duties and responsibilities

enumerated for their organizations which relate to
foreign intell.:Lgence. they are responsive to the needs
of the President, the National Security Council and

other elements of

~e

Government.

In carrying out their

duties and responsibilities, senior officials shall
ensure that all policies and directives relating to
intelligence activities are carried out in accordance
with law and this Oraer, including Section 5, and shall:
(1)

?-lake

appropriate use of the capabilities

of the other elements of t:he Intelligence Community in
order to achieve
(2)

max~um

efficiency.

Contribute in areas of his responsibility

to the national intelligence products produced under

aus?ices of the Director of Cer.tral Intelligence.
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.(3)

Establish internal policies and quide-

lines governing employee conduct and ensuring that
such are made known to, and acknowledged by, each
employee.
(4)

Provide for

~

stronq and in.dependent

organization for identification and inspection of, and
reporting on, unauthorized activity.
( 5)

Report to the Attorney General that informa-

tion Which relates to-detection or prevention of poaaible
violationa pf law by any person, includinq an employee
of the a..U.or offic::ial' a department or aqenc:y.

(6)

Furnish to the Director of central

gence, the C!'I, the Operations Group, the

\i . }

IntelliS(___;~.

Preaid~t·

a

Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board, and the Intelligence
Oversiqht Board all of the information required for.
the performance of their respective duties.
(7)

Participate, as appropriate, in the

provision of services of common concern as directed by
the Director of Central Intelligence and provide other
departments and agencies with such mutual assistance
as may be within his capabilities

~d

as. may be required

in the interests of the Intelligence community for
reasons of economy, effectiveness, or operational
necessity.

""" i 0 R~ ·
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Protect intelli~~nca and intelliqence

(8)

sources and

r.~thods

within his department or aqency,

consist~ant wi t.1i polici.as and guidance of the Director

of Cent~al Xr.tellia~uc~.
C~nduc~ n continuina r~view of all classi-

{9)

fied mate=ial o=iginating within hia organization and
promptly d~classif~tin.g euc., rna terial consistent with
Executiva Ord~r Nc. 11~52~ as am~ded.
(10}

Provide administrativ'!! and support functions

required hy his dE'>pa=tm-ent or agenC"'.f.
The Cent:.:al 1ntalligence ~en:;y.

{b)

All duties

and reaponsihilit:.ie'-S ~f tha Central !ntelliqenc:a Aqency
shall b;tt relatec'! t.o ·:::b.!!~ ::oreic;n intelligence functions
ouulin~d belC'W'.

As

authori=Pd by

t.-.he

National Security

Act of 1947, as amena.K!t the CIA Act of 1949, as amended,

and othe:: laws, regul~tions, a."'ld directives, the Central
Intelligence As.:~nc:' shall:
(1)

Produce and disseminate foreign intelli-

gence r~latL,g to th~ national security, including
foreign poli~ical, econo~ic, scientific, technical,
milita~f, sociological, and geographic intelligence,

to meet ~~e ~eeds of ~~e P=esident, the National Security
Council .. and other elemants of the United States
Government.
{2)

Develop and conduct programs to collect

political, economic, scientific, tecr~ical, military,
geograp~ic, c:nc.; socioio:;ical information, not otherwise
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obtainable, relating to foreign intelligence., in
accordance with directives of the National Security
Council.
(3)

Collect and produce intelligence on

foreign aspects of international terrorist activities
and traffic in
(4)

narcot~cs.

Conduct foreign· counterintelligence

activiti.. outside the united States and when in the
. United States in coordination with. the PBI subject
I

to the approval of
(5)

~·Attorney

Carry

9ut

General.

such other special activities

in support of national foreign policy objectives as

~

/~·,

may be directed by the President or the Rational

-·•u ;•\

•( Q

Security Counc;l aiid 'which are within the limita of

,; ·.\.

f$

~~::. . ;,·~
r,...

applicable law.
(6)

Conduct, for the Intelligence· Community, ·

services of common concern as directed by the National·
Security Council, such as monitoring of foreign public
radio and television broadcasts and forei911 press
services, collection of foreign intelligence infor.ma.'

tion from cooperating sources in the United States,
acquisition and translation of foreign publications
and photographic interpretation.
(1~

carry out or contract for research,

development ane.. procurement of technical systems and
devices relating \n the functions authorized in this
subsection.
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(S)

Protect the security of its installations,

activities, information and personnel.

In order to

maintain this security, the CIA shall conduct such investigations of applicants, employees, and other persons with
similar aaaocia tiona with the CIA as are . necessary.
(9)

Conduct administrative, technical and

activitiea.in the United States

o~

suppo~

abroad as may be neces-

sary to perform the functions described in paraqraphs

(1)

throuqh (S)' above, includinq procurement, maintenance

and tranaport; communications and data processing;
recruitment and traininqr the provision of p·:u-sonnel,
financiaL and medical services: development of essential
cover and proprietary arranqements: entering into contracts and arranqaments.with ·appropriate private companies
and institutions to prov-ide classified or unclassified
rese~rCh,

analytical and developmental services and

specialized expertise: and entering into similar arrangements with academic institutions, provided CIA sponsorship is known to the appropriate senior officials of
the academic ~stitutions and to senior project officials.
(c)

t,he Department of State. ·The Secretary of

State ,hall:
(1)

Collect, overtly, foreign political,

political-military, sociological, economic, scientific,
technical and associated biographic information.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 181 1976
MEMO FOR MR. LINDER:
FR011:

TOM JONES

SUBJECT:

Attached Certificate for
Intelligence Oversight Board

From the material issued at the time this
Board was established (Executive Order,
President • s statement and the press briefing
given at the time) I don•t think there can
be much doubt that there was every intention
to make sure publicly that this Board was
to be independent in both its construction
and its operation.
Since it was set up as an independent part
of the government and the Executive Order
failed to state in no uncertain terms that it
was to be a part of the Executive Office of
the President, such as the Presiden·t.•s Foreign
Intelligence Advisory Board, OMB, OTP, Doxoostic
Council, etc., I think the issuance of such a
Certificate would not be in keeping, or correct,
with the public expression of the Board • s
independence.
In the final analysis it certainly is not part
of the White House Office.
Could not the NSC staff and the Foreign Intelligence
Advisory Board also expect something like this if
it is issued??
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(2)

Produce and disaemiftata foreign intelli-

gence relating to United States

f~eign

policy aa

requirad for the execution of his responsibilities
and in supPort of policy-makers involved iq foreign.
relations within the United States Government. .
.· (3)

Disseminate within the United States

Government, as appropriate, reports received fraa
United States diplomatic missions abroad.
(4)

COor4inate with the Director of Central

Intelliqac:e to ensure that united States 1ntellif18Dc:e
•

activities and programs are useful for and

cona~tent

with united States foreign policy.
( 5)
~telligence

Tranamit reportinc; requirements of the
Community

t~

our Chiefs of Missions abroad

and provide guidance for their collection effort.
(6)

guidance for ita collection of intelliqence baaed on
the needs of those responsible for foreign policy decisions.
(7) · Support Chiefs of Missions in 4iaCharqing
their responsibilities to direct and coordinate the
activities of
(d)

al~

elements of their missions.

The Departatent of the Treasury.

The Secre-

tary of the Treasury Shall:
(1)

collect, overtly, foreign financial and

monetary information.
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Participate wi t.h the Departm·~nt. of State

(2)

in the overt collection of general foreign economic
information ..
Produce that intelligence required for the

{3)

execution of the Secretary's interdepartmental responsibilities and the mission of the Department of the
Treasury.
Contribute intelligence and guidance

(4)

required for the development of national'intelliqence.
Disseminate within the United States

(5)

Government, as appropriate, foreign intelligence information acquired.
(e)

Department of Defense.
(1)

(i)
ation

as

The Secretary of Defense shall:

Collect foreign military intelligence informwell as military-related foreiqn intelligence

information, including scientific, technical, political
and economic information as required for the execution
of his responsibilities.
(ii)

Produce and disseminate, as appropriate,

intelligence emphasizing foreign military capabilities
and intentions and scientific, te~~ical and economic
developments pertinent to his responsibilities.
(iii)

Conduct such

progr~~s

and missions necessary

to fulfill national intelligence requirements as
determined by t.."le CF I.
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(iv)

Direct, . fund and operate
the-National
.

Security Agency, and national, defense and military
intelligence and reconnaissance entities as required.
(v}

Conduct, as the executive agent of the United

States Government, signals intelligence activities and
communications

securi~.

(vi) . Provide for the

ti~ely

transmission of

critical intelligence, as defined by the Director of
Central Intelligence, within the united States Government. except as otherwise approved by the CFI.
(2)

In

carrying out these assigned respon-

sibilities, the Secretary of Defense is authorized to
utilize the following:
(i)

The Defense Intelligence Agency (whose functions,

authorities·and

reapo~sibilities

assigned by Department of Defense

are currently publicly
Dire~tive

No. 5105.21)

to:
(A)

Produce or provide military intelli-

gence for the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff·, othei~· Defense components, and·, as appropriate,
non-Defense

~~encies.

(B)

coordinate all Department of Defense

intelligence collectLon requirements and manage. the
Defense Attache system.
(C)

Establish substantive intelligence

priority goals and objectives for the Department of
Defense and provide guidance on substantive intelligence
matters to all major Defense intelligence activities.
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(D)· Review and m&J#taill coqnizance over
all plana, policies and procedure• for noncryptologic
iAtallig.-• hncticma of the oepu1:lllellt of oefaDH.
Provide intelliqenpe at~ff support

(E)

as directed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
•.

(ii)

The Rati~ security Agen~, whose funct.iona,

au~oritiea and reaponaibilitiea shall include:
(A)

aatuliahment and operation of an effec:ti~e

unified ozganiaation for-the. aiqftala ia.telligenc:e activities
of the ODited·States GoVarument, except for certain
opera/".

tiona which are normally exercised thrOWJh

.

appro~iate

. elementa of the military command struCture. or by the CIA.
(B) . Exercise contJ:Ol ~ve:r: aignala intelligence collection

and

ment, delegating to

processing activities of the Govern-

an

.

appropriate agent specified ra-

sources for such periods and taalca aa required for the
direct support of military commanders~
(C)

COllection, processing and dissemination

of aignala intelligence in accordance with objectives,
requirements, an4 priorities established by the Director
of central Intelligence.
(D)

Dissemination of signals· intelligence

to all authorized: elaments of the .Government, inCluding
the Arma4 Services, as requested.
(E)

Serving under the secretary of Defense

as the central communications security authority of the
United States Government.
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(F)

conduct of research and development

to meet the· needs of the United States for signals
intelligence and communications security.
(iii)

Special offices for .the collection of

specialized intelligence through reconnaissance proqrama,
whose functions, authorities, and responsibilities shall
include:
(A)

carrying out consolidated proqrama

for reeonnaiasance.
(B)

Assigning rell!)onsibility to the various

departments and agencies of the Government,. accordinq
to their capabilities, for the research, developmect,
procurel!lent, operationa and control of c!uiqnatad means
of collection.
(iv)

Such other offices within the Department.

of Defense as shall be deemed appropriate for conduct
of the intelligence missions and responsibilities assigned
to the Secretary of Defense.
(f)

~ergy

Rtsea;ch and Development Administration.

The Administrator of the Energy ResearCh and Development
Administration shall:
(1)

Produce intelligence required for the

execution of his responsibilities and the mission of
the Energy Research and Development.Administration, hereinafter referred to as
and atomic energy.

~,

including the area of nuclear
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(2)

'Dia.aeminate such intelligence and provide

technical and analytical expertise to other Intelligence
Community organizations and be responsive to the guidance
of the Director of Central Intelligence'and the Committee
on Foreign Intelligence.
· (3)

Participate with other Intelligence Community

agencies and departments in formulating collection requirements where ita special technical expertise can contribute
to such collection requirements.
(q)

Tbe P!deral Bureau of Invettiqation.

under

the supervision of the Attorney General and pursuant to
such regulations as the Attorney General may establish,
the Director of the PBI shall:
(1)

Detect and prevent espionage, sabotage,

subversion, and other unlawful activities by or on behalf
of foreign powers through such lawful counterintelligence
operations within the United States, including electronic
surveillance, as are necessary or useful for suCh purposes.
(2)

Conduct within the United States and its

territories, when requested by o~ficials of the Intelligence Community designated by the President, those lawful
activities, including electronic surveillance, authorized
by

the President and specifically approved by the Attorney

General, to be undertaken in support of foreign intelligence collection requirements of other intelligence agencies.
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(3)

Collect foreign intelligence by lawfUl

means within the united States and ita territories when
requea~

by officials of the Intelligence com.anity

designated by the President to make such requeats.
(4)

DiaaMiraate, as appropriate, foreip

intelligeDce and counte~intelligence in~or.matioa WbiCh
it acquires to appropriate l'ede.ral ·agencies·, State and
local law enforcemut agac:ies and cooperatinq foZ'aign
governmeata.
(5)

·carry

out or contract for researdb,

develop• IDt an4 proc:nar-.nt of technical ayst- an4.
devices relating
to tbe fuDctiona au~orized above.
.
.

sec. 5. Rest;ict.icmt ·on :rpt;elligtpce :&ctiYitig.
Information about the capabilities. intentions and
activitie• -of· ·othe~ govemments is essential to iDformed
deciaioa-m&king in the field of national defense and
foreign relationa.

'1'he measures employed to acqUire

such information Should be responsive to the l~itimate
needs of our Government and lllUSt be conducted in a m&Dner
which preserves anc1 respects our established concepts
of privacy and our civil liberties.
Recent events have clearly indicated the desirability
of government-wide direction which will ensure a proper
balancing of these interests.

This section of this Order

does not authorize any activity not previously authorized

..
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and doea not provide exemption fraa any· reatrictiOD8.
otherwise applicable.

Unless otherwiae specified, the .

proviaiona of this section apply to activities bo~
inside and outside the united States.

Reference• to

law are to applicable laws of the united Stat••·
(a)· P•finitiona.

As uaed in this section of this

Order, the following tarma shall have the meanings
ascribed to th- below:
(l)

"COllection" Mana any one or mre of

the gathering, analysis, dissemination or storaqe of
non-publicly available information without the informed
express consent of the subject of the information.
(2)

"Counterintelligence" means infonaation

concerning the protection of foreign intelligence or
of national security information and its collection
from detection or disclosure.
(3)

"Electronic surveillance•• means acquisition

of a non-public ccmmunication by elec:tronic means,
without the consent of a person who is a party to, or,
in the caae of a non-electronic communication, visibly
present at, the communication.
(4)

••Employee" means a person employed

by, assigned or detailed to, or acting for a United
States foreign intelliqence agency.
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(5)

"Foreign intelligence" means.information

conceming the capal:)ilities. intentions
of any forei·g·n power, or of any

an~

non-Qnit~d

activities
States

person, whether within or· outside the United States, or
concerning areas outside the United States.
(6)

"Foreign intelligence agency" means the

central Intelligence Agency, Nati·onal Security Agency,
and Defense Intelligence

Agency~

and further includes

any other department or agency of the United States
Government or component thereof while it is engaged
in the collection of foreign intelligence or counterintelligence, but shall not include any such department,
agency or component thereof to the extent that it is
engaged in its authorized civil or criminal law enforcement functions, nor shall it include in any case the
Federal Bureau of Investigation.
(7)

"National security information" has the

meaning ascribed to it in Executive Order No. 11652,
as amended.
(8)

"Physical surveillance" means continuing

visual observation by any means: or acquisition of a
non-public: communication by a person not a party thereto
or visibly present thereat through any means which does
not involve electronic: surveillance.
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... united States perao.n• means United

(9)

States citizens, aliena admitted·to the United States
for

penaan~t

residence and corporatians or other organ-

izatiODS incorporated or organized ta the united States.
Restri'ctiont on Colltotj.OD•

(b)

Foreign intelli-

gence agencies shall not. engage in any of the followin\. activities:
(1)

Physical surveillaDce directed aqaiDst a

unit.:! Statu person, unleas 1~ ia a lawful n.n.illuce ·
concSuctecl puz"auant to procedures ·appr:oved :by the head
of the foreign intelligence f.9Hcy ·ana directed qaiDat
any of the followings .
(i)

A present or former a.ployee of such &C)ency,

former .aployMs, for the pllq)Oae of· protecting' foreign
.

.

.

intelligac:e or C:o\mterintelligence sources-· or •t:hods
or national security information !rom unauthorized
diacloaw:er or
(11)

a United States person, who is .in contact

with eitber such a present or for.m~ cont~actor or

employee or wit;h a non-united States person who ia the
subject of a foreign intelligence or cotinterintelligence
inquiry, but only to t:he extent nec:esaary to identify
such United States person: or

(iii)

'

.

a united States person outside the united

States who is reasonably believed to be acting on behalf
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of a foreign power or anqaginq in

internatio~al

terrorist

or narcotics activitiea or activities threateninq the
national security.
(2)

Electronic surveillance to intercept

a CODIIDUnication which ia made from, or is intended
the

sender

to be

received in, the Ul1ite4 States,

againat Ullited States per•ons abroad,
•capt
.
.

o~

by

directed

1~

.

electronic surveillance under procttdura approved by the
Attorney Generalr provyed, that the CCtral

Intel~iqace

Aqency shall not perform electronic: suzveillance within
the OnitecS Statu, except for the purpose of testing
equipment UDder proc:edurea approved by the Att0%'1ley General
conaistant with law.
(3)

Unconsented physical searches within the

United States: or unconaented physical searches directed
aqainst united States persona abroad, except lawfUl
searches under procedures· approved

by

the Attorney General.

(4) Openinq of mail or examination of eDVelopea
of mail in United States postal channels except in accordance with applicable statutes and regulations.
(5) · Examination of Pederal tax returns or tax
information except in accordance with applicable statutes
and requ.lations.
(6)

Infiltration or undisclosed participation

within the United States in any organization for

th~

purpose of reporting on or influencing its activities
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or memberar exc-s»t. auch infiluation or· participation
with reapect to an 'orgaization c:ompoaect primarily of
non-United Statea peraona which ia reasonably believed
to be acting on behalf .of a fonign power. ·
(7)

COllection o:f in:fOZ'II&tion, however

acquired; CODaeming the dOIDUtic activities of United
States penona acep't:
(i)

InfC*JI&UOD CODceming corporationa or other

c~raial orgu.iaatiODa which CODatitutea foceip

intelligeace ~ COUDtariDtelligenc:e.
(ii)

..

IDf=-atian c:onceZ'IliDg preaeilt or for.ez:

·or fo~ taployeea, ~r applic:aata foJ; any such e~~ployment or CODtracting, neceaaary to protect foreign
intelligence or C:OUDteriDtelligenc:e aourc:ea or me~oda
or na~iODal aecurity in:formatiOD frca unauthorized
diacloauer aD4 the ic!uti ty of persona in contact with
the foregoing or with a non-United States peraon who
is the aabject o:f a :foreign intelligence or counterintelligence inquiry.
(iii)

Information concernillg persona who are

reasonably Delieved to be potential aources or contacts,
but only :for the purpose of determining the suitability
or credibility of suc:h persona.

.. '....
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{iv)

Foreign.intelligence or counterintelligence

gathered abroad or from electronic surveillance conducted
in compliance with Section S(b) {2): or foreign intelligence acquired from cooperating sources in the United
States.
(v)

Information about a United States person who

is reasonably believed to be acting on behalf of a

~u-~:~ORo~~

foreign power or engaging in international terrorist

oC

::.

~

~

·...>ct

or narcotics activities.
(vi)

Information concerning persons or activities
.

that pose a·clear threat to foreign intelligence agency
facilities or personnel, provided, that such information
is retained only by the foreign intelligence agency
threatened and that proper coordination with the Federal
Bureau of Investigation is accomplished.
(c)

Dissemination and Storage.

Nothing in this

section of this Order shall prohibit:
(1.)

'
Lawful
dissemination to the appropriate

law enforcement agencies of incidentally gathered
information ind;cating involvement in activities which
may be,in violation of law.
(2)

Storage of information required by law

to be retained.
(3)

Dissemination to foreign intelligence

agencies of information of the subject matter types
listed in Section S{b) {7).

~
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(d)

Rettric:tiogs on lxp!rimentatipn.

l'oreign

intelligence agenci•s shall not engaqe in .-pertmentation vi th drugt on human aubj ecta, except vi th the
informed conteftt., in writing and vitneaaed by a diaintereat.ed third party, of each auch human subjeCt and in
accordance with the guide linea iaauecl by the Rational
Callllitaion fOJ: the. Protection .of Bwaan S~C'tl for
BiOiltldical u4 Behavioral Raaearch. ·
(e)

Aaaittapc;• to Lw 'P!orcw•t; Aullloritiea.
(1)

Bo foreiCJft intelligence ag.acy ahall •
..

except at expreaaly authorized by law (i). provide ·~rvicu,
equipment, periiOftl'lel or facilitiet to tlw LaW Bnfcn:~t
Aaaiatance J.deiniftJ:ation or to State o:r local police
orqaniaationa of the. united Stat.ea or (ii) participate
in or fund any law enforcaat activity wi~in the united ..
Statet.
(2)

These prohibition• shall not. however,

preclude: (i) cooperation between a foreign intelligeace
agency and-appropriate law enforcem.nt. a;enci., for tiDe
purpoae of prot~c:ting the peraonnel and facilities of
the foreign _ intelligence ~gency or prevuting eapiofta9e or
other criminal activity related to foreign intelligence
or c:ounter:l.ntelliqence or (ii) provision of specialized
equipment or tec:hnic:al knowledge for use 'by any other
Federa~

department or agency.
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(f)

As•icmment of Perf~onnel.

An .employee of a

foreign intelligence agency detailed elsewhere within.
the Federal Government ahall be responsible to the
host aqency and shall not report to suc:h employee's
parent agency on the affairs of the host agency, except
as may~ directed by the latter.

The head of the

host agency, .and any successor, shall be informed of. the
detailee•a association with the parent agency.
Prohibiti\QA of Ataasa;patioa. No employ. . of

(g)

the United Statea Government shall enqaga in, or conspire to enqage in, political assassination.
Ch)

. Implementation.

(1)

This section of thia Order shall. be ·

effective on March 1, 1976.

Each department and aqenc:y

·,

affected by this section of this order shall promptly
issue internal directives to implement this section
with respect to its foreign intelligence and counterintelliqenc:e operations.
(2)

The Attorney General shall, within ninety

days of the effective date of this section of this
Order, issue guidelines relating to activities of the
Federal Bureau of Investiqation in the areas of foreign
intelligence and counterintelligence.
Sac:. 6.
(a)

Oversight of Intelligence Organizations.

There is hereby establi~h~ an Intelligence

Oversight Board, hereinafter referred to as the OVersight Board.
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(1)

.The

OVersiqht Board ahall
. have three
'

membera Who shall be appointed by the President ana who
shall be from outside the Government ana be qualified
on the baaia

o~

ability, lcnowleclqe; diversity of back-

ground arid experience.

The members of the oversight

Board may also serve on the Preaideftt's Foreign Intelliqance Advisory Board (Executive order No. 11460 of
March 20, 1969).

No ..mber

of~.

OVersight Board

sllall have any peracmal ·contractual relationship with
any

&9QCiy

or department of the Intelligence

c~nity.

<

. (2)

One ll8llber of .the OVersiqht Board shall

be c!eaignatad by the President aa ita Chairmaa.
(3)
(i)

The OVersiqht Board ahall:

Receive and conaider reports by Inspectors

General and General Counsels of the Intelliqeaca.community cancerninq activities that raise questiona of
leqality or propriety.
(ii)

Review periodically ~e practice• and pro-

cedurea of the Inapactora General and General Counsels
of the Intelliqance CoDIIIIWlity duignad to discover .and
report to the OVersight Board activities that raise
questions of legality or propriety.
(iii)

Review periodically wi~ each 1ll8IDbar of

the Intelliqence Community their internal quid~lines
to ensure their adequacy.
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(iv)

Report periodically, at least quarterly,

. to the Attorney, General and the President on ita findinqa. ·
(v) · Report in a timely' manner to the Attorney
General and to the President any activities that raise
· serioua questions about legality.
(vi}

Report in a timely

DlaDDU

to the President

any activities that raiae aerioua questions about propriety.
.

(b)

Inspectors General ancl General Counsels within

the Intelligence C'"W1D.i ty shall:
. (l)

TrMalllit to the overaiqht Board reports

of any activi.tiee that came to their attention that raise
questicma of leqttlity o.r propriety.

(2)

Report periodically, at least quarterly, ~fORo

to the OVersight Board on its findings concerninq

.

(:J ~·

;~ .
·, oe.

questionable activities, if any.
(3)

'~,

Provide to the Oversight Board all informa-

~on requested about activities within their respective

departments or agencies.
( 4) . Report to the oversight BOa.rd any occasion
on which they were direc~ed not to report any activity ·
to the OVersight Board by their agency or·department
heads.
(S)

Formulate practices and procedures

designed to discover and report to.tha OVersight Board
acti,,itiea that raise questions of legality or propriety.
(c)

Beads of intelligence agencies or depart-

ments shall:

·

~

~
~

~
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(1)

Report periodically to the oversight

Board on any activities of their organizations that
raise queationa of lef&l,ity or ·pJ:opriety..
.(2) . Instruct their e~~ployeea to cooperate
fully with the oversight Board.
(3)

~nsure that Inapectora Genera~ and.

General COUDaela of their agency have aac:eas to any
information nec::eaaary to perfom· their dutiea aaaiqnec!
by parap-aph (4) of thia aection.
.
.
(d)

The Attorney General shall:
(1)

Receive aD4 consider reports from ~·

OVersight ·Board.
(2)

Report periodically, at least quarterly,

to the Pre•ident;. with respect to activities of the
•

>

Intelligence COIIII'INility, if any, which raise questions
of legality.
(e}

The oversight Board shall receive staff support •

. No person whC? serves on the staff of the oversight Board
shall have any contractual or .aplo~nt relationship
with any department or agency in the Intelligace
community.
(f)

The President•• Foreign Intelligence Advisory

Board established by Executive Order No. 11460 of
March 20, 1969, remains in effect.
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Sec:. 7.
(a)

Secrecy Protection.

In order to improve the protection of sources

and methods of intelligence, all 11181Dbera of the Executive
branch and its contractors given access to information
contaiDiDg sources or methods of intelligence shall, as
a condition of obtaining access, 'sign an agreement that
they will not disclose that infor.mation to persons not
authoriaed to receive it.
(b)

In the event of any Unauthorized disclosure

of infomation concerning sources or methods of intelligence, the names of any persons found to have made
unauthorized disclosure shall be forwarded (1) to the
head of applicable departments or agencies for appropriate
disciplinary actionr and (2} to the Attorney General
for appropriate legal action.
(c)

In the event of any threatened unauthorized

discloaure of infor-mation concerning sources or methods
of intelligence by a person who has agreed not to make
such diacloaure, the details of the threatened disclosure
shall be transmitted to the Attorney General for appropriate legal action, including the seeking of a judicial
order to prevent such disclosure. .
(d)

In further pursuit of the need to provide

protection for other significant areas of intelligence,
the Director of Central Intelligence is authorized to
promulgate rules and regulations to expand the scope

----- . ..
-
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secured from those persons who, aa an
aspect of their relationship with the United States
Government, have access to classified intelligence
material.
Sec. 8.
(a)

En!blJag pata.

The Committee on Foreign Intelligence and

.the Director of Central Intelligence shall provicle for
cletaiW illplementation of thia Order by iaauing

appropJ:iate.cSirectives.
All exiatinq Rational Security Council ancl'

(b)

Director of Central Intelligence directives shall be
a~Jtended.

to. be consistent with this Order within ninety
"

days of ita effective date.
(c)

This Order shall supers.ae the Presidential

MemorU<Swa of November 5,. 1971, on the "Orqaniaation
and Management of the
(d)

u.s.

Foreign Intelliqenca Community."

Beads of departments and aqancies within the

Intelligence Comaunity shall issue supplementary directi~es
.
to their organizations consistent with this Ordarwithin
ninety days of its effective date.
(e)

This Order will be implemented within current

manning authorizations of the Intelligence Community.
To this end, the Director of the Off.ice of Manaqement
and Budqet will facilitate the required realignment of
personnel

position~.

The Director of the Office of

Management and Budget will also assist in the allocation
of appropriate facilities.

GERALD R. FORD
THE WHITE

HOUSE
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EJYIBARGOED FOR RELEASE
UN'riL 12 ~ 00 NOON (EST)

Office of the \\!'hi te house Press Secretary

'l'BE \JEITE hOUSE
TO

iHh CONGRESS OF THL UNITED STA'lES:

by virtue of the authority vested in me by Article II,
Sections 2 and 3 of the Constitution, and other provisions
of law~ I have today issued an Executive Order pertaining
to the organization and control of the United States
foreihn intelligence con~~nity. ~~is order establishes
clear lines of~accountability for the Nation's foreign
intelliberice agencies. It sets forth strict guidelines
to control the activities of these atencies and specifies
as well those activities in which they shall not en~age.
In carrying out my Constitutional responsibilities to
manage and conduct forei~n policy and provide for the
Nation S defense~ I believe it essential to have the best
possible intellieence about the capabilities, intentions
and activities of governn"ents and other entities and in-dividuals abroad. To this end, the foreign intelligence
a~encies of the United States play a vital role in col··
lectin~ and analyzint information related to the national
defense and. foreign policy.
1

It i.s equally as i:r.1portant that the rr:ethods these
agencies employ to collect such information for the legitimate
needs of the governr.,ent conform to the standards set out in
the Constitution to preserve and respect the privacy and
civil liberties of Ame~ic~n citizens.
'lhe Lxecuti ve Orcer I :1ave issued today v;ill insure a
proper balancing of these intcirests. It establishes
government-wide dir~ction for the foreign intelligence
ae,encies and plac~s r-esponsibility and accountability on
individuals; not institutions.
I believe it will eliminate abuses and questionable
activities on the part of the foreign intelligence agencies
while at the san;e time permitting them to fet on \vi th their
vital work of gath~rint and assessing information. It is
also n1y hope that these steps will help to restore public
confidence in these agencies and encoura~e our citizens to
appreciate t~e ·valuable contribution they make to our
national security.
Bey0n6. _the steps I have taken in the Executive· Order~
I also believe there is a clea~ need for some specific
legislative actions. I an: today submitting to the
Con~ress of the United States proposals which will fO
far toward enhancint the protection of true intelligence
secrets as well as retularizing procedures for intelligence
collection in the United States.
My first proposal deals with the protection of
intellisence so.urces and methods. The Director of Central
Intellieence is· chart.ed, under the National Security Act
of 1947, as amenUed" with protecting intelligence sources
and methods. The Act, however, gives the Director no
authorities commensurate ~:i th this responsibility.
more
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The.refore, I am proposing legislation to impose
criminal and civil sanctions on those who are authorized
access to intelligence secrets and who willfully and
wrongfully reveal this information. This legislation
is not an "Official Secrets Act", since it would affect
only those who improperly disclose secrets, not those to
whom secrets are disclosed. Moreover, this legislation
could not be used to cover up abuses and improprieties.
It would in no way prevent people from reporting questionable activities to appropriate authorities in the
Executive and Legislative Branches of the government.
It is essential, however, that the irresponsible and
dangerous exposure of our Nation's intelligence secrets
be stopped. ~he American people have long accepted the
principles of confidentiality and secrecy in ~~ny dealings
such as with doctors> lawyers and the clergy. It makes
absolutely no sense to deny this same protection to our
intelligence secrets. Openness is a hallmark of our
democratic society~ but the American people have never
believed that it was necessary to reveal the secret war
plans of the Department of Defense, and I do not think
they wish to have true intelligence secrets revealed
either.
I urge the adoption of this legislation with all
possible speed.
Second, I support proposals that would clarify
and set statutory limits, where necessary, on the activities of the foreign intelligence agencies. In particular,
I will support legislation making it a crime to assassinate
or attempt or conspire to assassinate a foreign official
in peacetime. Since it defines a crime, legislation is
necessary.
·
Third, I will meet with the appropriate leaders of
Congress to try to develop sound legislation to deal with
a critical problem involving personal privacy -- electronic
surveillance. Working with Congressional leaders and the
Justice Department and other Executive agencies, we will
seek to develop a procedure for undertaking electronic
surveillance for foreign intelligence purposes. It should
create a special procedure for seeking a judicial warrant
authorizing the use of electronic surveillance in the
United States for foreign intelligence purposes.
I will also seek Congressional support for sound
legislation to expand judicial supervision of mail
openings. The law now permits the opening of United States
mail, under proper judicial safeguards, in the conduct of
criminal investigations. \ole need authority to open mail
under the limitations and safeguards that now apply in
order to obtain vitally needed foreign intelligence
information.
This would require a showing that there is probable
cause to believe that the sender or recipient is an agent
of a foreign power who is engaged in spying, sabotage or
terrorism. As is now the case in.criffiinal investigations,
those seeking authority to examine mail for foreign intel·
ligence purposes will have to convince a federal judge of
the necessity to do so and accept the limitations upon
their authorization to examine the mail provided in the
order of the court.

more
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Fourth, I would like to share my views regarding
appropriate Congressional oversight of the foreign intelligence agencies. It is clearly the business of the
Congress to organize itself to deal with these matters.
Certain principles, however, should be recognized by both
the Executive and Legislative Branches if this oversight
is to be effective. I believe good Congressional oversight is essential so that the Congress and the American
people whom you represent can be assured that :the foreign
intelligence .agencies a_re: adherin.g to. the la.w ~~P a.l~1 of.
their activitie~.
. , ,,, .·· .
·;;
:·. ·
Congress should seek to centralize the responsibility
for oversight of the foreign intelligence community. The
more corr@ittees and subcommittees dealing with highly
sensitive secrets, the greater the risks of disclosure. I
recommend that Congress establish a Joint Foreign Intelligence
Oversight Committee. Consolidating Congressional oversight
in one committee will facilitate the efforts of the
Administration to keep the Congress fully informed of
foreign intelligence activities.
·
It is essential that both
establish firm rules to insure
secrets will not be improperly
established a clear process to
and effective measures to deal

the House and the Senate
that foreign intelligence
disclosed. There must be
safeguard these secrets
with unauthorized disclosures.

Any foreign intelligence information transmitted by
the Executive Branch to the Oversight Committee, under an
injunction of secrecy> should not be unilaterally disclosed
without my agreement. Respect for the integrity of the
Constitution requires adherence to the principle that no
individual member, nor committee, nor single House of
Congress can overrule an act of the Executive. Unilateral
publication of classified information over the objection
of the President~ by one committee or one House of Congress,
not only violates the doctrine of separation of powers, but
also effectively overrules the actions of the other House
of Congress, and perhaps even the majority of both Houses.
Finally) successful and effective Congressional oversight of the foreign intelligence agencies depends on mutual
trust between the Congress and Executive. Each branch must
recognize and respect the rights and prerogatives of the
other if anything is to be achieved.
In this context, a Congressional requirement to keep
the Oversight Committee "fully" informed is more desirable
and workable as a practical matter than formal requirements
for notification of specific activities to a large number
of committees. Specifically, Section 662 of the Foreign
Assistance Act) which has resulted in over six separate
committee briefings, should be modified as recommended by
the Commission on the Organization of the Government for
the Conduct of Foreign Policy, and reporting should be
limited to the new Oversight Committee.

more
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Both the Congress and the Executive Branch recognize
the importance to this Nation of a strong intelligence
service. I believe it urgent that we take the steps I
have outlined above to insure that America not only has
the best foreign intelligence service in the world, but
also the most unique -- one which operates in a manner fully
consistent with the Constitutional rights of our citizens.
GERALD R. FORD
THE \vHITE HOUSE,

February 18, 1976.
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